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AUGUST 199, MOTHER TONGUE EIGHT 

Newsletter of the ASSOCIATION for the STUDY of LANGUAGE IN PREHISTORY. 

ASLIP, Inc. became in April, 1989 a legal entity, a non-profit 
corporation in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Its purposes are 
scientific, educational and charitable. Copies of the Articles of 
Incorporation and By Laws of the corporation are available on request for a 
small f .. fro. ASLIP, 86 Waltha. Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02118-2115 
<Tel. 617-542-7891>. Our legal address is 69 High Str-t, Rockport, Mass. 
01966-2163. 

ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 

MENU for the month. 

CHANGES OF ADDRESS and NEW HANDS AT THE HELM. p.1 

WOLFGANG SCHENKEL & COLLEAGUES IN COLOGNE: RE PETER BEHRENS. p. 2 

A. HURTONEN. A CRITIQUE OF ILLICH-SYITYcH·s NOSTRATIC ETYMOLOGIES. p.7 

+MT Treatment. AN EXPERIMENTAL FORMAT. COMMENTS ON MURTONEN·s PAPER. p.14 

YITALIJ SHEYOROSHKIN 
ALICE FABER 
SAUL LEVIN 
CARLETON HODGE 

DEBATING THE ISSUES: p.27 
Readers react to MT7 and the editorial essay on reconstruction. 
Igor Diakonoff, Paul Benedict, M.Lionel Bender. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: p.34 
Nile-Saharan conference in Bayreuth; Cushitic-Omotic conference in 
Torino; IE sub-stratum conference moves to Ireland. Conference on 
phonetic symbols at Kiel, FRG. Robert Blust's new book on 
AUSTRONESIAN ROOT THEORY. Jan Wind, Edward Pulleyblank, Eric de 
Srolier, and Bernard Bichakjian·s new book STUDIES IN LANGUAGE 
ORIGINS, VOLUME 1. Bender-Samuel's book on N-C has come out, Ben 
Elugbe's COMPARATIVE EDOID will soon be out. 

PROPOSAL FOR COUNCIL OF FELLOWS. CALL FOR NOMINATIONS lc SUGGESTIONS. p.35 
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CHANGES OF ADDRESS & NEW HANDS AT THE HELM 

A number of stable features of ASLIP will now change. For one thing 
the present Rockport address is now ONLY our legal address. At some time in 
the next year it will cease even to be our legal address. Our mailing 
address changes forthwith. If one wishes to write to the person in charge of 
ASLIP for the coming year or the editor of MOTHER TONGUE for the November 
issue, then write to the Vice-President: 

ALLAN W. BOMHARD I ASLIP 
86 WALTHAM STREET 
BOSTON, MASS. 02118-211~ 

u.s.A. 

If one wishes to write to the editor of the February <1990> issue, 
or wants to write to a friendly editor other than Fleming or Bcmhard, write 
to: 

J. JOSEPH PIA 
80 ALAMEDA STREET 

. ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 14613 
u.s.A. 

If one wishes to send in a nomination fer the Council of Fellows, or 
a suggestion about the way we should handle the Council, or any item of 
ASLIP business (e.g., to get a copy of the By-Laws>, then write to the 
Secretary: 

ANNE W. BEAMAN 
P.O.BOX ~83 
BROOKLINE, MASS. 02146 

U.S.A. 

If one wishes to re-new one's membership in ASLIP <next year) or 
inquire about some financial matter or if one feels a need to make a large 
contribution, then write to the Treasurer: 

MARY ELLEN LEPIONKA 
~ MILL LANE 
ROCKPORT, MASS. 01966 

U.S.A. 

If one wishes to write to Fleming personally about ASLIP matters, or 
wants to talk about Afrasian languages particularly, or wishes to donate 
books on linguistics or anthropology to a growing institution, there are 
three addresses. From North America, especially for books, write to the 
Washington address <save$). From elsewhere write to Fleming in Addis Ababa 
or write to Taddese Beyene in Addis Ababa <to donate books, etc.>. These 
addresses are: 

HAROLD C. FLEMING 
Y. PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICER 
U.S.I.S. --ADDIS ABABA 
Y. U.S.I.A. MAILROOM (E/AEA> 
301 FOURTH STREET, S.W. 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20547 USA 

HAROLD C. FLEMING TADDESE BEYENE 
INSTITUTE OF ETHIOPIAN STUDIES 
<or> DEPARTMENT OF LINGUISTICS 

ADDIS ABABA UNIVERSITY, 
P.O.BOX 1176 

ADDIS ABABA, ETHIOPIA 

Do not forget that your letters are the life blood of ASLIP 
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Unser K(lpf ist nmd, damit da.f Den ken die Riclwmg wcclrseln Aamr. 

F. PICABIA 

Peter Behrens 

•t9.7.1931 in Bremen tll.2.1989 bei El Ayat/Agypten 

Jm Sommersemester 1970 begann Peter Behrens, knapp vierzig, das 

Studium der Agyptologie in Koln. Er war ein auBergewohnlicher Student, 

den aul3ergewohnliche GriJnde zu dieser Wissenschart geHihrt hatten: er 

wolltc ein Fach studicren, bci dessen Abschlul3 nicht ein bestimmter Beruf 

entstiinde, ein Fach, das nicht primar eine Ausbildung zum Geldverdienen 

bOle, sondem Lehrstoff nur als Grundlage fiir dessen Oberpriifung, als 
" 

Ausgangshasis fUr Forschung vem1i11ele. 
.I 

Dicscr Wunsch entsprang friiheren Erfahrungen. Er er1.lihlte von se,incr 

Lehre im Bergbau, wo cr von dem besonderen Menschenschlag unter +age 

schr beeindruckt gewesen war. In einigen Semestem an verschiedenen 

Universitaten hatten ihn die Flicher Jura und Medizin mit ihreo lnhalten 

fasziniert, die Berufsaussichten - einerseits Termine und Proze8akten, 

andcrerseits K rankenhauser und Arzt-" Aura" - .iedoch ahgeschrcckt. 

lm Jahr seiner ZwischenpriJfung, 1972, erschien die deutsche Ausgabe 

von C. ALDRED, Die .luwclen dcr 1'/raramrcn. a us dem Englischcn Ubersetzt 

von Peter Behrens. Von diesem "ausgchildcten" Talent hatte er hisher nicht 

gesprochen, ohwohl er damit sehr erfolgreich gewesen war: jahre lang halle 

er amerikanische Prosa, die teilweise filr uniibersetzbar galt, ins Deutsche 

iibertragen. 

Doch nun saBer im Seminar, zunachst als Student mit Nehenjobs, dann als 

studentische Jlilfskrafl, spliter als "Sekretlir". Sein Schreibtisch war bat · ein 

Angelpunkt filr Studenten und Studentinnen, Kollegen und Professoren: 

wissenschaftlich und menschlich war er stets zu einem Gesprach bcreit, sein 

Rat, !ieine Unterslfltwng und auch seine Kritik fanden wohl in jecler Arbeit, 

die in der Rihliothek cntstand, ihrcn Niederschlag. Da!i Leben im Seminar 

wurde von ihm nachhaltig gepragt. Obungen filr Studenten, Kurse und 

Vortrlige an Volkshochschulen, aktive Teilnahme an Kongressen im In- und 

Ausland sowie acht Jahre lang mehrere Reiseleitungen pro Jahr machten ihn 

als Agyptologen vielleicht bekannter al!; seine Schriften es bisher 

vermochten. 

Dis wm Magister war sein 1l1emengehiet vomehmlich das Milllere Reich. 

Die Sarge aus der millelllgyptischen Nekropole von EIBerscheh unterzog er 

einer minutiosen Analyse: anhand der variierenden Schreibungen des 

Detem1ina1ivs des Worles 'Maat' gelangle er zu einer relaliven Chronologie 

der Sllrge. 

Nichl Memphis und Theben, sondem Libyen, die llgyptisrhen Provin1.en 

und Nubien waren spiller die kulturellen Gegenden, denen er seine 

Forschungen widmete. Lokalen Gotlern, Trachlen und Brliuchen der 

llgyplischen Friihzeit war er auf der Spur, wobei er oft afrikanische 

Nachham als Vergleich heranzog. In diese Zeit riel seine Mitarbeit am 

LEXIKON DER AGYPTOLOGIE. Stichworte wie Nad:tlreit, f'lrall11s, 

Plrallu.fta.fclre, Pfeil oder Uc/r lassen dieses lnleresse erkermen. Die 

Tierlhemen Gcfliigcl ( -lrof, -wclrt ), K a/IJ, Skmpion, Sticrkampf, StmufJ 

9 
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(-enei, - enfeder) und Widder erscheinen auf den ersten Blick teilwel<;e 

nicht besonders aufsehenerregend, doch ergaben sich fUr ihn bei nliheter 

Betrachtung stets neue Aspekte und Altemativen gegenUber dem bisher 

Geglaubten. Die splirlich bemessenen Anmerkungen hlitten oft zu llingeren 

Aufslitzen ausgebaut werden konnen, wenn er nicht in stlindigem Kampf mit 

der stets zu schnell verrinnenden Zeit gestanden hlitte. In den Stichworten 

1/ockerbe.Hallung, Nomaden (und Bauern) sowie ReiciiSeinigung spiegt;lte 

sich die Hauptfrage seiner zukUnftigen Forschung, die auch in der \\tlhl 

seiner Nebenflicher, Afrikanistik und Ur- und FriJhgeschichte, erkennbar 

war: Welche Rolle spielte der "afrikanische" Kontext bei der Entstehung der 

"iigyptischen" Kultur? 

Eine eingehende Untersuchung widmete er dem Vergleich des 

Viehzuchtvokabulars der Agypler mit dem seiner sUdlichen und westlichen 

Nachbam. Voraussetzung fUr jeden phonologischen Vergleich war fUr ihn 

dabei, daB die ethnologisch bzw. archliologisch belegte auBersprachliche 

Wirklichkeit in den herangezogenen Kulturen weitestgehend Ubereinstimmre. 

Oiese sehr strenge Methode war ergiebig, und es entstand Iangsam eine 

Abhandlung Uber "Wanderungsbewegungen und Sprache der frilhen 

saharanischen Viehzuchler". Erst unte~ eindringlicher Aufforderung seiner 

Lehrer und Kollegen war er bereit, sie als Dissertation einzureichen. 

Es bcgann eine umfangreiche Sammelarbeit, deren Auswertung d~zu 

fiihren sollle, die Stcllung des Agyptischen im Rahmen der afroasiatisd1en 

Sprachfamilie zu bestimmen und seine Phonologic auf Grund dieser BezUge 

genauer zu rekonstruieren, als es bislang moglich ist. Als nicht minder 

interessantes Nebenprodukt wliren dadurch etliche KulturzUge der FrUhzeit 

Agyptens ablesbar geworden. Seine Arbeitshypothese, die er mit einer 

wachsenden Zahl von Forschem dieses Gebietes teilte, war, daB das 

Diffusionszentrum der verschiedenen afroasiatischen Sprachen (Semitisch, 

Agyptisch, Berber, Kuschitisch, Omotisch und Tschadisch) in Nordostafrika 

11 

gelegen habe und die allen Kulturen des ostlichen Mittehneerraumes nicht 

dem Zwei~tromland entstammten, sondem dem Oberen Nillal, im Gebiet des 

heutigen Sudan. Da das Agyptische bisher nur unzureichend mit Berber- und 

Nilsprachen vcrglichen worden ist, zeichnete sich ab, daB seine 

Untersuchungen dicsc bahnbrechende Theorie stark untermauerten. Er wuBre 

aber auch, daB damit den gewohnten Vorstellungen und ldeologien beztiglich 

des "Fruchtbarcn Halbmonds" als "Wiege der Zivilisation" weiterer Boden 

entmgcn wcrdcn wUrde. 

Seine Rekonstruktionen waren interessant, die ersten Ergebnisse 

Uberzeugend und verbliJffend. Von den unzlihligen Zetteln und Mappen, die 

er hinterlassen hat, hat er bislang nur einen winzigen Ausschnitt 

preisgegeben: die ersten Au8erungen in dieser Richtung sollten 

unanfcchtbare Reweise und von allen Seiten abgesichert scin. 

Perfektionisrisch und sensibel, wie er war, lingstigre er sich vor dem 

kleinsren Fehler. Trorz der begeisrerten Zustimmung vieler KoUegen blieb er 

oft lange Zeit fassungslos gegenilber den manchmal brutalen und unfairen 

Angriffen aus dem Lager der Konservativen. 

Nachdem er im Januar dieses Jahres endlich zum ersten Mal in den Sudan 

gereist war und in Khartum mit einem Vortrag bei der 6. lntemationalen 

Meroitisten-Konferenz noch einmal groBen Erfolg gehabt harte, erlag er nun, 

am lctztcn Tag cincr Reil::eleitung, auf der Fahrt ins Fayum einem 

llerzversagen. 

Die be!>ondere Personlichkeit von Peter Behrens hat - nicht nur in KO!n -

cine Bereitschaft zum Zweifel an glingigen Vorslellungen geweckt, die 

sichcrlich wcitere Forschungen prifgen wird. 

Philippe Derchain und Ursula Verhoeven-van Elsbergen 
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SCII R IFTF:NVF.RZF:ICIINIS 

A Wlssenschaftlich 

I) unnrorrenllichl 

Unter.mclrunl(tn zur Paliiol(rnplrie eirril(er Sarge de.f Mittleren ReiclrrJ, Knln 197? 
(Magi~temrhcit) • 

2) Aursal7.l' 

C-Gro11p-Spradre- Tu Bedawiye- Nubf.tclr, Ein spraclrliclre.f Seqr1enzmodellrulf seirre 
ge.tclticlllfichen lmplilcationen, in: SUGIA (Sprache und Ge~chichte in Mril<a) 3, 

Sinrthe B 134 ff oda die P:rychologie ei11es Zweilcampfe.f, 

Das afroasiatiJche Diminrtti11morphem 1 im AgyptiJchen, 

Hamburg 19111, 17-49 

in: GM 44, 1981,7-1 I 

in: GM 57, 19112, 17-24 

Wanderuni(.Jiwwegrtngen und Spraclre der frilhen saharani.tchen Viehzikhter, in: SUGIA 6, 
1984/115, 135-216 
(bearbeitete Fa~~ung der 
Di ~~ertat ion) 

mil M. DECHIIAUS-GERST: 
"Ubyan.f"- "Nubians". Mutations of an e.tlrnonym, in: AAP (Arrikani~ti~che Arbeitspnpiere) 

4, Ktiln 1985, 67-74 

Language and migrations of tire early Sohoron cau/e herders: The fonnation of tire Berber 
branch , in: Libya antica, Report and 

papers or the Symposion 
organized by the UNESCO in 
Paris 16th to 18th January 
19R4, UNESCO 19116 

The "Noha" n/ N11hia and tire "Noba" (>ftlrt: Ezano inJcription: a maller of CO'!(II.finn (Part 1), 
in: AAP 8, 1911;6, 117-126 

3) l(l'7.l'n~ionl'n 

mit Pn. DF.RCIIAIN: 
L..lf. LF.SKO, Index of tire Spell.f on Egyptian Middle Kirrndmrr Cnf/irr.f mrd Rrlmed 
/Jocurnrnu (Rerkeley 1979), in: OLZ 7R. 1911.'. 4<19-<l~n 

W. VYCICIIt, Dictiomraire l.tymologiqrrt: de Itt lannue Cnpte (l..euvcn 11JI!.1), in: Endrori:r I~. 
11JR7, 2.H-245 

4) Ausslfllungs- und Kongressnolb:en 

IVot jldnz is Jnld (Bemerlc:rmgen zur Tlltanchomlln-Aru.flt:llllnl( in Kolnl. in: St~dtRevue 
5.11( .• Nr. 17. Koln Augu~t 
19R!I 

mit PH. DERCIIAIN. H.J. THISSEN, U. VERHOEVEN: 
Wider den Gei.ft der SAK? 0/fener Brief an die "Stdndige Agyptologen-Kon[erenz", 

in: GM 61, 1983, 7-8 

5) Lnikonarlikl'l 

Stichworte im Lexilcon der Agyptologie (LA), 6 Bde., Wiesbaden 1975-1986: 

Gef7tll(el LA II, 1977, 503-505 

Gef7iigeUwf 

r. rf7tll!rlm.-lrt 

llmurlca 

1/(>d:erhe.ttattrmg 

Ka/h 

Naclcrlu:it 

Nomaden (tmtf Rar~ern) 

Pfeil 

Pft:ile, A11.uenden dt:r 

Phallru 

1'/rallrmasc/re 

R t:iclt.feini~trrng 

Riegel 

Slcnrpimr 

Stirrlcampf 

Stmr!IJ 

Strmljlrrrri 

Stm11/Jrn[rdrr 

Udt 

Widdrr 

L.A II, 1977, 505-507 

I.A II, 1977, 507-511!1 

LA II, 1977, 1115-1116 

L.A II, 1977, 1227-12211 

L.A m. 1980, 296-297 

L.A IV, 1982, 292-294 

LA IV, 1982, 522-524 

LA IV, 1982, 1005-1007 

L.A IV, 1982, 1007-1008 

L.A IV, 1982, 1018-1020 

LA IV, 1982, 1020-1021 

L.A V, 1984,208-211 

LA V, 1984, 256-257 

LA V, 1984, 987-989 

LA VI, 1986, 16-17 

L.A VI, 1986,72-15 

I.A VI, 19Ril. 75-77 

LA VI, 19116, 77-82 

LA VI, 19116, 820-1121 

L.A VI, 1986, 1243-1245 
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B Aus dem amerikanischen Englisch iibersetzt 

1) Belletrislik 

W.S. BURROUGHS The Naked Lunch 

W.S. BURROUGHS Junkie 

K.PATCHEN 

W.S. BURROUGHS/ 
A. GINSBERG 

E. MCBAIN 

T. VEITCII 

W.S. BURROUGHS 

W.S. BURROUGHS 

R. COOVER 

Erinnenmgen eineJ schrichternen 
Pornographen 

Art/ der Suche nach Yage 

Die..Ut 

Die Luis Armed Story 

Nova Express 

Soft Machine 

Die offentlichl! Verbrennung 

2) Milarbeit an Anlhologien 

E. REAVIS 

R.D. BRINKMANN/ 
R.R. RYGULlA 

R.D. BRINKMANN 

R.E. JOliN 

D.ODIER 

3) Snchhiicher 

A.C. ClARKE 

C. AlDRED 

Rauschgiftesser erziihlen 

Acid 

Silverscreen 

Monds trip 

Der Job ·Interviews mit 
W.S. Burroughs 

Unsere Zrd:rmft im Weltall 

Die Juwelen der Pharaonen 

Limes 

Limes 

Lime~ 

Limes. 

Ullstein 

Kiepenheuer& Wilsch 

Limes 

Kiepenheuer&Witsch 

Luchterhand 

Blinneier&Nikel 

Marz 

Kiepenheuer&Witsch 

Mllrz 

Kiepenheuer & Witsch 

Liibbe 

Praeger 

1962 

1963 

19M 

1964 

1965 

1970 

1970 

1971 

1983 

1967 

1969 

1971 

1971 

1913 

1969 

1912 

C Litecarlsch 

Veduten .,JJ Tableaus (enlstanden 1913-1983) 

Auuug~weise veroffendicht 
in: StadtRevue R. Jg., Nr. 6, Ktiln 1uni 1983, 17-19 

in: Literarische Paradiesvogel, hg. von StadtRevue und 
Der Andere Buchladen, Koln 1984 

in: Glii~eme llerzen, Kolner Liebesleben litemrisch, 
hg. von E. PFEIFER und H. DETERS, KOin 
1988, 22-25 

Th c .s e> b • I u a f' y w a s t.U '(' I TT...e 1'\ 
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Comroents on the Nostratic reconstructiionss of Illi~-Svitx~ (as translated by 
Mark Kaiser) 
by A. Murtonen 

Apart from some general observations, comments are generally concentrated on 
the 'AA.' (or Semito-Hamitic) entries. 

-1-

3. /bq-/ 'to look' appears abstracted from secondafy meanin;s of triradical 
roots such as /bqV/ (originally 'to stay'), /bqr/ ('to split', as also /bq&/), 
/bq~/ ('to seek'); moreover, /bqV/ is attested in WSem and /bq~/ in NWSem onl~, 
hence thei:r_ pre-Sem origin. is very unli~ely, cf. n. ,..70- t.o-the introduction of 
Hebrew in its ·west Semitic setting ~ Part I Section Bb (to appear by 
the end of 1989) and in greater detail in the forthcomming Part III §35 (with 
a large footnote). 

4. 'AA.' entry appears tenable, but support only from Alt. withk irregular /g/ 
for /&/ correspondence, connection must be deemed doubtful. 

S. Appears tenable. 

~-Again, supported by Alt. only, and even for 'AA.', the basis is narrow. 

8i. Again, /br-/ 'grab, catch' appears abstracted from rather narrowly attested 
trirad. roots; most original meaning of /br/ appears to be 'pure, clear'. 

9. The basic meaning of /brg/ appears to be 'to ascend' rather than 'high'; gen
erally, adjectival meanings are secondary and/or rather late. 

10. Cf. 6 above. 

11 (14.17 etc.). Onomatopoeic words being imitative of natural sounds could have 
more than one independent origina; unusual phonetic correspondences would corrob
orate this, but even in the absence of these, their relevance must be deemed 
doubtful. 

12. Again abstracted from trirad. roots of which /bel/ only att·ested outside Sem, 
and as this is represented primarily by a KutturwoPt which spread from language 
to language with the designated objects, the relevance of the 'AA.' entry is dou
bly doubtful. 

13. The 'AA.' entry appears abstracted from two different roots, /bl(l)/ which 
means basically mixture involving both d~ and wet ingredients; and /b&l/ in a 
highly specialized secondary meaning derived from the name of an atmospheric 
deity (with secondary loss of the pharyngal). 

16. /'bl/ appears to be of secondary origin, based on birad. /bl/, cf. /wbl/ = 
/ybl/, /nbl/, /tbl/, /blV/, ?/bwl/, all concerned with vegetation or growth in 
general, butx often also in the negative sense of withering, aging or wearing 
out; the primary reference may thus have been to a meadow or steppe in a collec
tive sense, growing and withering seasonally. 

20. Cf. 13 above (on /bl(l)/). 

2~. Appears_ va).iS:.,. 

22. The primary reference appears to be to uncultivated wastelianda as this usu- ~ 
ally involved sand, the next item may be related, if relevant. 

23. See 22 above. 

24. See 11 above; moreover, the~.' basis appears flimsy. 

28. Basic 'AA.' reference appears to be to diseased swelling or growth or secr
etion, hence hardly comparable to sufficiency. 

30. /bn~/ attested in two infrequent Kutturw8pter only (cf. 12 above). 

31. Meaning 'knee' appears secondary (primary fertilization). 

32. /r/ secondary sound (primary /n/). 



2 -~ 
33. /sl-/ again abstracted from trirad. roots; moreover, meaning 'split, cut, 
point' rather weakly represented even in them; the basic meaning of /sl(l)/ 
appears to be 'to ascend'; /s/ is not a primary Sem-Ham sound either. 

3~6. /str/ is a secondary root, formed from /swr/ by /t/-infix. 

37. /cx(x)/ is basically bitad., the semivowel augments clearly secondary 
where found; IE. Ural. Drav. entries also otherwise hard to reconcile. 

38. Onomatopoeic! (cf. 11 abov~; /-x/ hardly conceivable as a secondary augm
ent either; /cwV/ would have been semantically also closer, but even it may 
be onomatopoeic. 

40. /s(w)r/ in a relevant sense is unknown to me except as a var. of ;Xor/ = 
9wp = taurus, a KuZturwort of unknown origin; /cwr/ too mostly refers to a~ 
herd of domesticated animals and may be related to the meaning, 'to besiege' 
in the sense of being confined to a cattle enclosure and partly spread as a 
KuZturwomrt again. 

42. /s(w/y)n/ 'to know' has limited attesstation and the origin of /s/ is un
clear. 

.; --- --
~4. Again;- /Cl--=!"to jump' can only have been abstracted from materials of 
patchy distribution and uncertain relevance. 

SO. /9(y)r/ 'faeces' is unknown to me, but can hardly be related to~/9r/ 
referring to moisture; moreover, /9/ as an independent phoneme is late, not 
even common Sem. 

51. Cf. SO (end) above. 

53. Ditto. 

54. /em/ 'bitter' is patchily attested, 'sour' does not mean the same, and 
'astringent' is again abstracted froru trxirad. roots; /sam/~ 'poison' is a 
KuL turwort. 

56. Cf. 51 above; there is no positive eviden•ce for interchange of~/ with /c/ 
in genuine Sem roots either. 

57. Ditto; not with/~/ either. 

59. /d/-/o/-/z/ primarily deict•c rather than locative. 

60. /d/ 'and' probably derived from /('/y)d/ 'with, sidie, hand'. 

61. /dq/ 'nearby•' is unknown to me; basic meaning of the root is 'be minute, 
fine (ground/flattened etc.). 

62. Primary meaning of /dlx/ appears to be 'to muddy (water)' and it never re
fers to waves or sea. 

63. Again, it is hard for me to find even trirad. roots from which /dm-/ 'cover, 
close, press' could be abstracted; the basic meaning of/~)/ may be silence 
or faint noises, with subdued activity. 

67. Could be valid, although the basic meaning of the root seems to be production 
of abtmdant offspring or crop . · 

73. Cf. 63 above. 

74. Again, I find it hard to identify the source of /d(w)r/ 'deaf'; the basic 
meaning of I dwr/ is circular movement. 

75. Equally hard; and with only /d-/ in common with the other entries, hardly 
valid. 
76. Could .be vili'Cl~ although attested in Sem on.ly·.--- --

81. The primary meaning of /gid/ appears to be 'nerve, sinew'; again attested 
in Sem only. 

82. /ghr/ has no SJP-ecific reference to sun or day, but mainly to intense light anc or heat and its effects. 
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84. The primary meaning of /glx/ appears to be 'to shave', without reference 
to smoothness or shining. 

87. ~/gwp/ seems to be secSfiR!¥?~8~ /gw/ and refer primarily to body interior 
from which the adjectival 'hollow' (not 'empty') is a further abstraction. 

88. Root /gw&r/ is unknown to me; /g&r/ and its (Eth) var. /gwr&/ is onomato
poeic, meaning rough and loud noises. 

90. /g(w)rH/ again unknown to me, but conceivable as an extension of /gUr/ 
which, however, means primarily a young carnivore and appears to be a wander
ing word. 

91. Admittedlty onomatopoeic (cf. on 11 above). 

92. Could be valid. 

94. Ditto, though possibly onomatopoeic. 

95. /g(w)r/ root var. of /ghr/, cf. 82 above. 

-~ 

98. /ywr/ ·refeJ:S...to depression in the ground rather·tlfan-,deep water'; appears 
differentiated from /&wr/ in WSem only. 

99. /ym(y)/ differentiated from /&mV/ in Arab (SAr?) only. 

100. Could be valid, though root mostly /'wV/. 

101. Ditto, though root var. /xwV/ could be more original (/w/ vs. /y/ origin
ally allophonic). 

111. Tense differentiation secondary and late. 

121. Normally /hV/, but with sibilant var. which appears more or1ginal; hence 
hardly relevant. 

122. Connected with 121 above. 

123. /'alyat/ refers primarily to the fat tail of a kind of sheep (not used as 
food). 

124. /'mr/ probably originally birad., related to /ml(l)/; no reference to day. 

125. Cf. 11 above. 

f26. /&rb/ (not /'rb/) has no reference to witchcraft, and /-b/ could be second
ary, cf. /&rm/, /&rp/ semantically close. 

127. Semantically not very close, and possibly onomatopoeic. 

128. Phonetically and semantically possible, but with only one firm consonant, 
syntactically deviating and geographically remote hardly probable. 

129. Cf. 128 above; also phonetically vague. 

130. Ditto; also scantily attested. 

131. Ditto. 

132. Verbal attestation secondary or doubtful; mainly used as existential part
icle, 'there is ••• ' 

133. Unknown to me (denominative from /'ammat/ 'forearm'?). 

134. Pronominal only as a secondary var.; verbal preform. probably from vocative/ 
deictic /ya/. 

135. Wande_:~ing word. ·-136. Reflexive stem of the root /'wV/. 

137. Reference to mountain rarely attested, evidently secondary. 

138. /&ubb/ 'lap, bosom' (not 'breast') derived from /&b(b/V)/ 'be dense, thick'. 
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139. Unknown to me; abstracted from /&qw/ 'to sink (a well)'? 

140. Based on /&lV/ 'ascend', cf. 137. 

141. /&c/ means 'tree, wood, timber' collectively; 'branch, twig' is a rare sec
ondary var. 

142. /ya/ hardly original, cf. on 134 above. 

144. Basically monoradical, /m-/. 

146. Unknown to me, unless Eg /yn/ 'he said' be meant (a petrified formula in 
which /y/ may be secondary accretion) . 

150. /-iy/ probably derived from gn case vowel through prolongation (and -y- as 
a glide before newly attached case vowel) . 

151. Used mostly in abbreviated proper names in late historical times. 

152. Originally probably collective; regular pl. formation hardly pre-Sem. 

154. KuZturwort. 

!5"5 0 Unknown to me 0 

157. i~iaxs Could be valid, although attestation patchy. 

158. /knfr/ "(Eth Cush only) probably nasalized var. of /kpr/. 

159. Cf. 11 above. 

161. Could be valid, although the relevant root is /(h)lk/; cf. also Finnish 
/kulke-/ 'walk, travel'. 

162. Probably derived from the root /kl (1) I 'be complete(d)'. 

163. Unknown to me. 

166. Ditto. 

172. Weakly attested and possibly onomatopoeic. 

173. Based on the root /kr(r)/ '(be/go) round' and spread as a KuZturwort. 

177. Weakly attested. 

178. Unknown to me. 

179. Ditto. 

180. A wandering word. 

190. Cf. 11 above. 

192. KuZturwort; var. /kad/ (etc.). 

193. Cf. 11 above; also weakly attested. 

195. Unknown to me. 

196. Could be onomatopoeic. 

197. Based on the root /kr(r)/ (cf. 173 above). 

199. Cf. 11 above. 

201. Weakly attested and semantically defective. 

202. Unknown to me; but cf. /gl(l)/, 'kr(r)/. 

204. Unknown to me . 
-- -~· 

205. The root is /q~n/. 
2o8. Phonetically and also semantically possible, although the root is /qlV/; 
but attested in Sem only. 

210. Unknown to me. 
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211. Seems based on Gn 4:1 where, however, the root is used to create a pun. 

212. Seems abstracted from trirad. roots; /q/ and /k/ are not interchange
able in genuine Sem roots either. 

214. Could be valid. 

215. Unknown to me; normally, /qr(r)/ refers to cold. 

-II 

216. Known to me from some Eth (Gur and Cush, partly as loan) languages only; 
normally refers to even or low-lying ground. 

217. 1-ml seems original part of the root; attested in Sem only. 

218. Attested in Arab only (apart from a remotely related noun in Hbr). 

219. Unknown to me, but could be derived from /q~V/ 'to be hard'. 

222. /kap/ only known to me; derived from /kp(p)/ 'to bend'; cf. 212 above. 

224. Phonetically possible, but geographically remote. 

229. Ditto. 

230. Looks valid; cf. 215 above. 

231. Cf. 11 above. 

232. Unknown to me; normally, interrog. pronoun based on /m-/ or /'y/.x 

233. Basic meaning of /qwV/ 'to expect, persevere (in efforts)'. 

238. Perhaps wandering word. 

239. Based on /qwl/ (var. /qhl/) '&to call, speak'; ultimately onomatopoeic. 

241 . Ku7.. tunJozot. 

242. Seems attested in Cushx only, maybe even there ultimately derived from 
/qmx/ spre~d-~7..t~ozot. 
244. Weakly attested; normally adjectives are of late or1g1n. 

245. Unknown to me, unless the deictic /k-/ referring to what is nearby be 
meant. 

247. Cf. 11 above. 

250. Unknown to me. 

252. lnmx Known to me from Akk only. 

254. Known to me in Eth only, as a secondary var. of more original /lxm/. 

255. Could be valid, cf. also /rgl/ (var. /'gr/) 'leg, foot', Finnish /yalka/ 
=; and 161 above. 

256. Unknown to me. 

257. Apparently prep. /1-/ meant; this may derive ultimately from a root /'lV/, 
cf. the closely synonymous /'il(aY)j. 

258. To my knowledge, attested in Arab SAr only; cf. 244 above. 

262. Weakly attested even if abstracted from lengthier roots (/lpt/ etc.). 

267. Unknown to me; the common Sem-Ham root is /m-/; cf. /rwV/ 'to water'? 

268. Unknown to me; but the root seems abstracted from Arab /lf'/, /1ft/. 

269. Known to me from Arab only. 

272. Unknown to me, unless indeed /lixlaxunu/ (Bodleian Ms. Heb. d 55 fol. vR 
4, cf. my Materials vol. I p. ,) be interpreted as its R-stem; may be transpos
itional var. of /xlV/, cf. the closely synonymous Arab /nxl/. 

273. Cf. 11 above. 
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275. Cf. 244 above. 

277. Could be valid. 

278. /ml'/ would be closer semantically (but attested in Sem only; cf. 244 again). 

279. /mn&/ attested in WSem only. 

280. Unknown to me. 

281. Basic meaning of /mn(V)/ 'to divide, apportion'. 

284. Identical with the indefinite/interrogative pronoun /m-/. 

287. Conceivably valid; extended root forms /'mn/, /ymn/. 

289i. /n/ appears more original. 

290. Basically = 284; negative and prohibitive usage originated from the rhet
orical one. 

291. Unknown to me. 

292. To my knowledge, occurs only as var. to /mr(')/ or /bn/. 

~93. Abstracted from trirad. roots; but /m(w)t/ could be related, as /r/ is 
attested as a var. of /t/. 

294. Unknown to me; if derived from /mr(r)/ 'pass by/along, flow', original 
meaning hardly relevant. 

296. Abstracted from lengthier roots; spread partly as KuZturw6.rteP. 
298. /m-/ the only firm element in the 'AA.' entry. 

300. Secondary modification of no. 284 above. 

301. Phonetics douhtful; even if corract, not widespread. 

302. Appears abstracted from trirad. roots of limited occurrence and doubtful 
Pe levance • · 

304. Known to me from Arab only, perhaps secondarily differentiated from 
/me ( c/V) I 'suck, squeeze out' • 

306. /md(d)/ means 'to stretch, extend' rather than 'end'. 

309. Rather limited attestation. 

310. Ditto. 

311. Unknown to me. 

313. /mlV/ refers primarily to preceding evening. 

316 • Unknown to me • 

318. Onomatopoeic. 

320. Secondary root (cf. /'wr/). 

323. /n-/ may be a secondary root augment, cf. (Hbr etc.) /yc'/. 

326. Root var. of /nwr/, from more original /'wr/ (cf.x 320 above). 

327. The primary meaning is unsteady movement; quickness is better repres
ented in the cognate /nd(d)/, but this is attested in Sem only. 

332. The nasal is a deictic element rather than pronoun proper; but as dem. 
pronouns are of deictic origin, the comparison may still be valid. 

333. /-an/ is originally collective. 

334. Again, /n-/ is a secondary root augment and the original root /g&/, cf. 
I gw&/, /yg&/. 

362. Unknown to me, but may be related to /prs/ 'to split; cloven hoof'. 
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364. If based on /prV/ 'to slit, cut open', hardly relevant. 

338. Wandering word. 

36 7 • Unknown to me • 

-13 

368. Ditto; /plg/ •ans 'to splitX, divide'; reference to permanent settlement 
must anyway be late • 

339. Cf. 11 and also 364 above. 

372. May be valid. 

374. Primary meaning of /brk/ is fertilization. 

375. Primary root form is /bqr/ and meaning 'to split' (referring to hooves). 

376. /q/ ~~d /x/ are not interchangeabl~ nor secondary a~nts (in prehistoric 
times) • .. 

377. Ditto; and 'door' is a KuZt~o~. 

344. Semantically rather remote. 

346. Based on /r'V/ 'to see'. 

347. /clx/ --~would be semantically more apposite; but it is not at
tested outside WSem. 

348. /¥.hr/ refers primarily to the moon. 

349. Cf. 11 above. 

350. Unknown to me; /w/ likely to be secondary augment anyway. 

353. The primary reference is to the large numbers (of offspring, flocks etc.), 
not to pregnancy or descendants as such, let alone other relatives. 

(~S fO'IlSJJ..s 

M T-'r tV\. 
I 

n Tht.s c r l r, ~ CA..Q w , -1 _R 

a.__f_f f '10 ba b, -/t fy. 

---------- ---- ----- ----
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werner Vvcichl, Vitalij Shevoroshkin, Stephen Lieberman, Saul Levin, Grover 
Hudson, Carleton Hodge, Gene Gragg, Gideon Goldenberg, Alice Faber, Aaron 
Dolgcpclsky, Abraham Demos, Allan Bernhard, Lionel Bander, Ycel Arbaitman. 

July 23, 1989 
69 High Street 
Rockport, Mass. 01966 

No, this is net the beginning of another Circular 1 ! By an emerging 
agreement amen; soma of us, including a mail poll of the Beard of Directors, 
we are starting an experiment in so-called *CA Treatment, only a shortened 
and much mere rough and ready version of it. An article or review-in-detail 
is sent in by someone and it locks premising a& a vehicle fer discussion and 
<hopefully> soma shedding of light en a particular topic. Soma people may 
want to comment very often on things written for MOTHER TONGUE, while others 
may hardly cooperate with such an endeavour. We shall see. However, I should 
point cut to all of you that (a) since you are paying fer MT, you will get 
mere bang fer your buck if you cooperate, and (b) since it is YOUR OWN 
SPECIALITY that is involved, you will want your opinion registered en the 
subject. None of the Muscovites have been solicited on this because it takes 
30 ~ t"ong fer tti-e mails to go and come. "But they wi."l-1 -be in the future. 

Will you please read the article and respond in some way in time for 
it to reach me by August 15th? I am holding back MT8 just for this purpose. 
Ideally you will make a point by point critique of the author's points. In 
more general terms we will also publish such comments as "All in all from a 
Semitics standpoint the article is ccrrect/half-n-half/poor/ very bad." At 
the end of this *CA Treatment which we will start calling *MT Treatment if 
it catches on <and *CA is net copy-righted) we hope to have enough good 
expert testimonies to be able to say things like "I-S survived his first 
test among western Semiticists." or "I-S failed to be convincing in the 
Afrasian parts of his atymclo;ies." 

Please respond by computer print-out, typewriter, or pen & hand. 
Just try to make sura that your contribution will be legible after 
zerox i ng. 

If you simply cannot get your contribution back to me before August 
15th, but you still want vary much to register your opinion, please sand 1t 
to Allan Bernhard <86 Waltham Street, Boston, Mass. 02118> and he will try to 
publish it in MT8 in October. 

Part of the background to this, and partly why it is so important, 
is that Illich-Svytich's work has bean central to most discussions of 
Nostratic and absolutely crucial to the Soviet claims of exact methods, 
precise sound correspondences, and reliable reconstructions. It is no secret 
to me -- because of the mail I receive -- that some Western scholars are 
unhappy with I-S's etymologies and/or his reconstructions. Now is a good 
time to take a hard look at the PRELIMINARY sat of etymologies which Mark 
Kaiser very kindly sent us in MT3. If you de net have a copy of MT~, you 
cannot participate in this endeavour in detail. We all must remember that 
this is I-S's first set, not necessarily what an I-S inspired Muscovite 
would produce today. Remember also that I-S did net have Igor Diakonoff's 
reconstructed proto-Afraaian en hand. 

"Precise reconstructions and fancy phonological derivations which are based 
on b•d •tymologi .. •r• only •ound And fury'. •i gnifyin_;_ I]Otlft; __ jtF 1989) 
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REI1ARK.S on A. I1URTOUEll' s COM11El~S Oit: UOSTR. RECONSTR. o£ I.;.S (transl :M.Kaiser) 
· Some 98 o/o o£ Mr urtonenJ' s ''comments" are irrelevant: they indicate 11' s 
lack of knowledge in certa~ fields o£ linguistics and have nothing to do 
with I-S's work. By the way, I consider quite inappropriate an attempt to~
view Semitic material without even seein~ it:· the trSJmlated entry heads con
tain AfAs, and not Semitic, roots. 0o ge to Semitic roots and supporting ma
terial o£ attested Se~. languages, 11 ·should take I-S dictionary (at least, lst 
and 3rd issues are present in any maj1lr library). 11 considers it legitimate to 
judge I-S's phonetic comparisons having no knowledge about phonetic correspon
dences revealed by I-S (Kaiser's translation is not accompanied by phonetic 
tables present in I-S's 1st volume; if M would know them he wouldn't call,say, 
the correspondence Alt.g : A£As q "irregular" (see no.4); - as it is correct
ly stated in the table on I-S p. 152, this correspondence is quite regular 
when in clusters with sonorRnts). 
~·slack of knowledF,e·of non-Semitic AfAs languaF,es clearly shows on those 

many occasions when he sais "Uiikilown to me 11 about AiAs roots reconstructed by 
I-S: in vast cajority of such cases the A£As roots are reconstructed on the ma
terial of Chadic, Cushitic and/or other non-Se-mitic languages o£ the AfAs fami
ly. Still, in some cases some Semitic 1-ges are used, but corresponding words 
are "u.nknown." to 11 (nos 40, 81, 98, 139, 155 and others). 

H1s profound lack of knowled e in diachronic semantics shows on many occasi-
ons; I cite a ew: • · sus a e meanJ.ng o oo might be "abstracted 
!romsecondary meanings" such as 'to stay' or 'to split'.- 8. The meaning 
'grab, catch' -!rom 'pure, clear'. - 31. 'Knee' -!rom 'fertilization'. -. 
33. 'Split, cut, ~oint' - !rom 'to ascend.' .. 61. 'N'earby'-from 'be minute,fine 
(ground/fiattenedJ' etc.- 63. 'Cover, close, press' -from ·'silence' or 'faint 
noises'.- 67. ·'fish'- !rom 'production of abundant offspring or crop'.-
84.'Bold'- from 'to shave'.- 138.'Lap, bosom'- !rom 'dense, thick'. -139 'Va· 
ter'- from. 'to sink (a well)'.- 140 'Burn offerings, flame' - trom 'ascend'.-
162.'Daughter (siste~)-Ur-law, bride'- from 'be complete(d)'.- 173 'Lamb, 
sheep' - from '(be/go) round •·. -· 239. 'Tribe' - !rom 'to call, speak' .Mwoo«J!Dftt:Oftl 

2a4 and 290: Derivational nominal formant • 
• prohibitive and negative partrcle ..... 36B. 'Settlement,· dwelling' < 'split, di
vide'~374. 'Ask, pray, bless' < '!ertilization'.375. 'Cattle, bull' <'split'.-
348. 'Be awake' <'moon'.--- It is clear, of course, why M commits all these 
blunders; he bases on phonetic shapes of (Semitic) roots, not on their meanings. 
Phonetically similar or identical roots should be, according to M, genetically 
related·. This is not X:Xth-century linguistics, .not even XIXth-centur;r. ""!-- ~£ 
course, I-S has based his reconstructions on very exact phonetic and semantJ.c 
correspondences - some of them known before hiD, some revealed by him. 

M shows lack of knowledge of such important works on A.!A.s (including Semitic!} 
comparative linguistics as Co ar.-Bist. Diet. o! I!Xs L a es edited by I.M. 
Diakono!! (1st issue: 1981; d: ; : , papers y D1akonof!, Milita
rev, Stolbova, Porkhomovsky, Orel, Dolgppols et al.; and I mean not only ~a
pars published in Russian, but also in English (published several years ago). 
Henwe even ~ew valid comments made ·by M contain nothing new: corresponding ob
servations have been already made. Take no 6: A!A.s Dict.(issue 1, no 118) states 
·that the meaning 'blind' of A.fA.s *bll- 'is a secondary euphemism. Or no 141: As 
Dolg. has shown,AA:jSem.*qi9- 'tree' should be removed !rom this set and replaced 
by Sem. ·~ass- 'leafed branch'. M has no,knowledge of independent reconstruction 
ot A£As lateral obstruents (s,a,9) by the Soviet team and by Dolg.; this makes 
irrelevant any remarks concerning Nostr. roots with sibilants and affricates 
if these remarks don't take in consideration the newly reconstructed A!A.s late
ral obstruents - alongside other att.ricates and sibilants. M lacks knowledge of 
the reconstruction of A!As vowels (primarily based on the reconstructions of vo
wel systems o? southern l?As languages) by the M~scuvite scholars. This recon
struction is a very strong corroboration of correctness o! I-S's Nostratic re
constructions made some 25 ~ears ago.~ .·· Cf. important recent paper by Orel 
(VoprJaz. 5, 1988) on the i entity o! AiAs and East Nostr. (Ural. etc) vocalism. 
All this makes meaningless many comments by M; c!. no 8: wh~t M sais about 8 ~s 
all wrong. A.£As had not. only b and r in this root but also a (see A£A.s Diet. J.s
sue 1, no 93), and the meaning is 'grab, gras~' etc.: all con!i~msd!,s'strecon
struction of Nostr. *bari 'taRe~(as in Alt. bari- 'take into han s ' e c.;. 
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REMARKS on M' s COMI1EliTS: P .. 2 =f' 
• M applies a double standard to his own conclusions when compared with I-S's. 

M allows humsei! ~o derive the meaning 'deaf' t.rom 'circular movement' (no 74) 
and other such monstrosities (see above) but he does not allow I-S (no 28) to 
compare AfAs root with the meaning 'be excessive' to Kartv. cognate with the mea 
ning 'be su~ficient' (both roots are quite comparable, in a !act). He wouldn't 
allow to combine 'bitter' and 'sour' in one root (54) despite wide-spread evi
dence to the contrary (cf. even in Arabic: OoStolbova [Coi9o-Hist. Phonetics and 
a Diet. of ~Chad. L-5es in: Afrik. istori~o az kozn., H 87, p.2o3, no 54o. -
WChad. *HV-~amV 'hitter' is re ate o w 1c as to pe_re-~econstructed as a 
root with initial *9]; YChad. 1-~es show presence of 'bitter. sour. astrin~ent' ' 
in-. one word ·• Cf. typolo~, e. g. ,Sal. :Squamish l•s = sa~am 'bitter, sour'. -
on Occa51ons, M derives nouns rrom adjectives (c!. 219: ~one'< 'hard' Lapparent 
ly, the other way around]) but he wouldlnt allow I-S to reconstruct a root with 
the meaning 'high' (9) since "adjectival meanings are secondary"; cf. also his 
remark about 244 ('short'). In reality, there are adjectives ('dead';'short/ 
/small'; 'widejbroad'; 'high' and some others)~cli belong to the most stable, 
most archaic, basic lexica. I-S's reconstructions are very good- now supported 

.by additional Nostr. data, as well as by external comparisons with non-Ns 1-ges. 
On very many occasions M formulates captious objections, - showing, in fact, 

his o~~ lack of understanding of the ways o! iin~istic evolution. He does not 
see that words !or body parts are exceedingly st~le and archaic; so he objects 
to I-S's reconstruction o~ AfAs words !or 'kDee' (see above), or 'foot' (etc.; 
he derives this root !rom 'bend': 222); same about such basic words as 'deaf', 
'look', 'know', 'nape of neck', 'greasy/smear', 'wash', 'end', etc. ·(In all these 

·cases I-S demonstrates solid evidence of Se·lll. and/or non-Sem. A!As languages, to 
say nothing of non ~As Nostr. languages. New. data co~ibm I-S's reconstructions 
c~. also I-S 24- and ~As Diet., issue 1, no 117; I-S 50- confirmed in are
cent pa~er by Oreland Stolbova on Cush., Chad. and Eg.; I-S 63- and AfAs Diet.: 
no 154 Lthe exact meaning: 'smear, cover with smth. sticky']; I-S ?3- and Ills 
Diet. 2, no l431 [the root was not just *dm but *d~ • Kartv. *d~ 'be silentT] 
~76- and A!As Diet. 2, no 176; I-S 136- and Dolg.'s reconstr. A~As •?it
'eat'; I-S 146- and OreljStolbova's data [the root is *jan- 'tell', not just . 
*jn, -which is a welcome confirmation of I-S's Nostr. reconstr.: now *janV],etc, 
Where M sais that the A~As root ~k~~hows just one consonant,it usually shows two 
(cf. 129, 144, 267, ?5 ~~d others; moreover, recent reconstructions o~ AfAs vow
els give further con~irmation to I-S's etymologies; c!. above). 

M is certainly wron when he ob ects to "onomato oeic words". Originally ''des
criptive' words (an t ere are more sue wor s an we usua y think) became nor
mal (and stable) words in amwh•i• ancient languages: they are not descriptive 
at all in languages we use !or reconstructions. They follow phonetic rules in 
the way all other words follow.I-S did not include in his diet. regular onom.wom 

M is wron ob ecti to "Kulturworter": Roots used by I-S follow regular pho-
netic ru es see a ove an us o no behave as borrowin~s; th~ are no Kultur-
worter (on some occasions these - and other - words show 1nterp letic genetic 
relationships). I-S was very apt to distinguisb between borrowings and words in
herited !rom a proto-proto-language: see his paper on Semitic borrowings in IE 
(in Probl. IE jazykozn., M. 1964). Thanks to him it became possible to aeparate 
cultural borrowings in Proto-IE from inherited words (this also lead him to the 
idea rnot new in itself] that IE homeland was in Anatolia: not far from Semites~. 
~ I-~ 19.2. """~adA (:~A. 16.JV) ~t.if~{NJI-S's cP1111W~). • - •. • 

Nothing in M's comments make them interesting and useful; to me, it is one mo
re attempt to discredit I-S; none of previous attempts succeeded. All this in 
spite of the fact that I-S wrote his work a quarter century ago; so it, obvious
ly, requires some corrections. Such corrections are being made by scholars who 
know well both Nostratic and its daughter languages. Yhat is more interesting 
is the !act ~hat the recent progress in deep reconstructions brouhgt not only 
confirmation to I-S's results but also added elements which were not known at 
I-S's time bu~ had·been predicted by him. --- What is needed now is an English 
translation o~ the whOle nostr. dictionary. Publishers are ready to publish it, 
but they are not paying for translation (still, 67 entries . .. have been re
cently translated by our able student John l1asteika). --- As· for a "test" I-S 
does not need any: he past his test many years ago with !lying colors. Hi~ work~ 
praised by Collinder, I1enges, Poppe, Gar4e, Birnbaum et al.- and that's in t~ W'~ 



REMARKS on M' a OOM!'IENTS: p. 3 ,_If' 
·:Some "detailed remarks" on M i'ollow [.lbbreviaticns:\Diakonofi'' s (ed-.1) ·Com-
arative-historical dlctionar Ai'ras1an ian ages , lst issue of whiCh 

appeare J.n , r - 1n , ~ cite · . as_ Dkl, Dk2 
and Dk3 accordingli; 

' Detailed remarks: 3. Dkl p.62 sq. (no ?8) con.!'irms I-S~.s r(~constr. fully 
(Dk reconstructs the primary root as *bVk 'ob"serve'·"extended"root • 
:b~j/wf?j present in A.ram., Arab., Cush:, Egypt.; aiso .extentions *b~-~' . 
b~-r/1 \..!'ormer in Ugar.,Hebr.,.Fben.;latter in Akk.,Hbr,Aram.(Syr.) etc.).t 

I-S had_, essentially, si.milar data. Note that M cites wr.ol_YLrOC?ts (s.abov~ 
12.The Ai'As root is *bat• (Sem.,Cush.,Berb.): Dkl pp. 58-9, no 72. 
13 and 20. I-S has shown, on several occ~sions, that a language tends to "com

bine•two, originally di.!'ferent, roots, provided they are similar both in 
sound and meanins. Only external comparison can separate such roots.AfAs 
*bjl (i.e.,*bil-) .is present in Eg., Cush., Oh~d.; the meaning 'cloud' is 
.present in Oush. ·and Chad. and i'its Ural. •pilwe, Alt •. *buli- 'cloud'. I-S 
stresses here (entry 13) that a secondary meaning 'rain, water' seems to 
have developed "under the in.!'luence" o.!' AfAs *b(w)l 'to moisten/damp'(no 20) 

16.A.!'As (sic) •?bl is present not only-in Sem., but also in Oush. and Chad. 
20. -See 13. - }qote that Ai'As *b(w)l is present both in Sem. and in ·Berber. 
22 .. and 23. · I-S indicated (last lines of entry 22) that' 22 and 23 are related. 
24."I-S put.s. "? A.!'As [his "S-H"] br- 'to boil'''. The correctness of this recon-

struct~on and comparison with ural. *pura-, Dravid. *PUI:- and IE *ohreu
(all roots with -u-) is con.!'irmed b~ Diakonof.!''s group:~ee Dkl p.95 (no· 
ll?) where a root variant with•-u- (sic) is present: At'As *bwr 'to boil'. 

28.Data o.!' diachronic semantics ('based on observations ot' very many dit'.f'erent 
languages) con!irm correctness o.!' I-S comparison. On the other hand, J"'lur
tonerls uni.!'ications o.!' phonetically identical (or similar) roots i~ aDso
lutely unaccept"'ble (see General remarksJ. · . 

:SO.A.!'As *bnt' i.s not present iii Sem.; i'e' s present in Eg. and Chad. 
31Jfead.-wrongf Words ior··oody parts are mostarchaic and stabl~! Of-. -=n-=-k=-1 p.B?.-' 
32.Sem. has both r and n; the !'act that r (and not n) is the primary sound in 

our ro~t is confirmed by external comparisons (IE *bher- 'child' ,Krtv "ber-). 
33.How can a meaning like "split, .... C::tl~" _ori~inate i'ro!U "to ascend" ???! _-: Dols: 

Nstr ••n(V)XU > Sem. •SlX ·~ut as~der !X·~),XrtY'!s/sXal-,Ur (iU) *sal[ii) 
36.I-S sais that the comparison is possible only if Sem. -t is a sut'fix.- Sem • 
.'' . ~· s is reconstructed not only by I-S but also by Diakono.!'f et al. cf. , e. g. , 
. table i.11-At'rik. istor. jaz:rkozn. ,H. 198?, p-. ~4/25. - Dolgopolsk;r coni'irms 

. I-S's •st-r (-r • su.!'~.J but considers i~ as a variant o.!' Sem. •tt-r < Ai'As 
(as·shown by SOush. •1a(•)~ [~ • retrofl.] 'cover up', Eg. §t? 'to hide'): 
see Proceedin s. 4th Internat. Ham-Sem. Con ess, Benjamins, 196?, p. 203 • 

. 3?. I-S s recons r. seems correct · t oug er er root is dit'.!'erent). · 
_38._Chadic data (unknown to 11) con.!'irm I-S's .recoJ?,str.and comparison with Krtv. 
40. Berber data confirm semantic reconstr. ('herd o.!' wild [sic] animals'). I-5 

c.i tes Sem.: c~ll<XJ.uia.l_ Arab •. ~i/uw4r '.h.~;:d ... ~f. wild oxen and. _cows'. , 
42.D.cl~.: Sem. •s?n knowr,•tnj 'see' (Krt •!~~,lrr":"Ti;su]JV)(+Eg. swn;as.d.n1] 
.44.Not only in Sem, but also in Chad.i:c! In any case, I-S puts a "?". 
50.The root is confirmed in recent papers by Oreland Stolbova on Cush.,Chad. 

and Eg.-. Where Arab. !,-Aram.t,Hebr. !,etc,are present,Diakonot'f gives ·~. 
= 5l.See 50.- Modern research allows ·'tt9 reconstruct two Nostr. roots on I-S data 

59. The primacy of' locative meaning is 'confirmed by Cushftfc (Biiin-,Saho -~ 
60.I-S discusses Berber, Cushitic and Chadic. . c , 
6l.I-8 does not discuss Semitic words he~e! (Only Cush. and Chad.; very ar ~ 
62.I-S does not say that At'As *dlx refers to waves or sea (SeJL•cagitatejrippl 

~~~·Primacy of Sem. ·~ is cont'irmed by both ~erb. and Cush. Both Semitic aDd 
kt.tt$: IE show an archaic meaning ·~over. with) dung" (Zzlgl. 'fg is related). I wo• ,::f:'- der how 'cover, close, press' can be "abstracted" (•I"l .. rom a "basic mea

c..- r~ ning" 'sile_nce ot' faint noi·ses, w1 th subdued activity' .... ~ Sc.e. Js. 7J (-. ~;/(e,.,J r_J} 
~ .;r wonder how. Sem. *d(j)g (i.e., *dig-) '.!'ish' [• rt'ish',in IE ancl.Alt. J can 

be "derived." .!'rom the root "production of abundant ot'.tspring or crop"(M)? 
~~'~·~ identit'ies Sem. *dm- 'cover' with *dm- (<*dwm !) •be-quiet, silent' (63) 
kl~ ust because both roots are phonetically identical!! (but even this is not 

"~~JA/~"" rue). - Af.A.s (~ Sem. and Cush.) .*dum- =- Kartv.*clum- ~·(• A.lt. *diir.Ja-) !~! 
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REI1ARKS on J"itJRTONEU, page lt 

74.How can a meaning 'dea.f'' be derived .from 'circular movement' ??! - A.f'As *dwr · 
· !dur-] and secondary *dr- 'is present in Berb.,Cush.,Chad. (A.f'As *dur- • Krtv. 

dur- 'deaf' ). The meaning 'dea.f'' is present in all three absve branches. 
75.Recent research con.f'irms I-S's reconstruction. It see~q, A!As root was, actu

ally, *wdq/*wdj (< *dj~\'i. ?)~ c!.IE •dheiHW (H\v being a real labiovelar, re!le 
cted either as "length" or LW]), Krtv •dw-, all meaningtpUt' (<l~str "diqu). 
The A!As root was present in Sem. (*wdq/*dq),Eg. (wdj) and Chad.(*d[u]H-). 

76.Yrong; the root is also ~resent in Cush. (Oromo du(?J 'die'),Berb.,Chad.! In 
Dk2 no 176 it is reconstructed as A...f'As *dVhf (because o! 1 in some daughter 
languages; note independent reconstr. o! Dolg.: nostr. root with *-H-;*H in~ 
[It is clear that Sem. *dwj/*dw?· • IE *dhweiH-; the root should be • *dilwr?'] 

8l.Quite wrong. A!As root is present in Sem. and (mostly) in Cush.; the m~anings 
in different 1-ges are: 'back o! the head', 'back (adj.)', 'anus','(be)hind'. 

82.The pr1mary meaning in Sem. is connected with intense light (not heat); but 
c!. other A!As 1-ges: CentrCush. ('day'), Chad. ('sky', 'day'), etc.- Cf. 95. 

84.The pr~mary meaning in Sem. is not 'shave' but 'be bold','bold (spot)'. The 
semantic change !rom (Nstr) 'smooth/shiny' to 'bold' is totally normal. 

87.A!As *gwP is based on Sem. *gwp (sic) and related roots in ECush. and Chad. 
88.The A!As root *g(w)C:r is "unknown" to 11 because it is not present in Semitic.· 

But it is present in other AIILs 1-ges: Cush. (Saho gar etc),Chad.,Eg.~~~ 
90.The root is "unknown" to 11 because it is present in Cush and Chad.- As for : 

Sem. /gUr/ mentioned by M, it might belong to Nstr *gUjRa (93) 'wild animal'. 
~ 95.Roots 82 (Nstr *gEfhr/a 'dawn') and 95 (•gurv 'living coals') are, most cer

tainly, di!.f'erent: 82 has n~ -w- in A!As, and the meaning is not connected 
with heat (c.f'. also IE *gherH- 'dawn', Alt. ·~aid.), whereas 95 has-w-in 
A!As (Chad. ·~; similar in Cush.), and the meanings of related words are 
'burn','roast','catch .tire' (Cush.), 'set !ire~ 1 'coals','ashes' etc. (Chad.); 
c.f'. IE *gWber- 'living coals','burn,hot';Alt •gurv- 'liv. coals;catch fire'. 

1 .:'~lienee in At.As: ·~hr 'daylight, day' (82), but •g(w)r '.tire, coals' (95). 
· 98.Sem •. *lwr is, most certainly, 'deep water' (c!.,in attested Sem. languages: 

'depth','submerge','be absorbed' in Arab.;'subsoil water' in Ug.;'lake':SArab 
lOO.Notaso. The initial h- (<*h) is present in Arab. (hwj),Ug.,even in Old Hebr 

hawa 'evel desire'; also in Cush.(Somali hawo 'desire,passion' etc) and Eg. 
lOl.According to Dolg., two Nstr roots ce "mixed" here : one in *1).-, one in ·~- 1 
111.~ The original "past". meaning is present in EOhad. ,Cush. ,Berber. 1 

121 and 122. I-S stressed the connection, of course. •?- is certainly present:122 
123.Sem. has several secondary meanings; original meanings-are present in Cush,Bl 
124. "Day" only in IE. I-S cites A.f'As •?m(-?)r 'daylight; see' under a "?"~ 1 

125.0riginally descriptive, the root developed non-d.scriptive meanings in 1-ges. 
126.I-S does~ reconstruct the meaning 'witchcraft' for l!IS (Sem.);words:Arab, 

?rb 'be cunning' etc, also in Old Hebrew and Ug.; all with?_ (di!!.sources!: 
1 

127.Semantically tuite close (similar semant.connections-in manv languages). 
128.Both •? and • are well reconstructable for A!As (as Orer-Eas recently shown 

[VoprJaz. 5, 1988], AfAs vocalism is both well reconstructable and identical 
- in related roots - with ltostr. (as in Uralic, Alt. ,Drav. )). Our root is welJ 
attested both in Sem. and Cush, and Chad.;Present in all 6 Nstr languages! 

129.Thou~h the Nstr root has only 2 phonemes, they both are reflected in A!As 
•?j (< Nstr •?e). Exact corresponde~ces ~phon.,Siffiant.) in Ural~Drav.,Altaic. 

130.Again, exact correspondeces in Af.A.s (.E_g.,Cush.,Chad.), .1.:!:-t.,Drav., IE. 
132.Sem. 'there is ••• ' fits quite well; as usually, ruore archaic meaning in non-

Sem. 1-ges (Berb., Cush., Chad.)~e.g., ~arrive at a place': fits well Uralic 
133. "Unknown" to 11 but present in Eg., Berbe-r, Cush., Chad.: take I-S and see ! 
134.Again, archaic meaning - in non-Sem. (Berb. ,Cush., './Chad.); Se111. fits as well. 
135.Apparently, B2! so: phonetic correspondences are very exact,- !i~r cosnal= 
136.Don't mix two roots! Root 136 is, actually, •?it- in A.f'As (now in Cush.)•Dle 
137.Rarely attested words are frequently most archaic. "Mountain" is the regular 

meaning in ECush. (archaic). This "evidently secondary" 1s just plain wrong. 
138.Yhy should a body-part word be derived !rom an adjective ? The meaning "w.'s 

breast' is, most certainly, present in A!As (shown bv Berber and Chadic :) 
139."Unknown" again? Strange: it is :~(resent in Arab. as well,·- though the archa

ic meaning 'water' is Gush. (•qk w.= •qqw). How can such stable word as "wa-
ter" be derived frolll "to sink (a well)" ? · · ;.&~ - · ·- / / . 

1 v • ..J .., e v o ,-or~ ,If:..,...__ 
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Comments on Murtonen's Comments on Kaiser's translation of lllic-Svityc's Nostratic 
Etymologies 
Alice Faber 

1. Murtonen is making no evaluative summary comments on lllic-Svityc's basis for 
including Afroasiatic in Nostratic, but the overall- effect of his list of quibbles is to cast 
doubt on that inclusion. Bearing in mind that we don't see (at least in the MT version of 
lllic-Svityc's lists) the intra-Afroasiatic evidence, I have to concur in this doubt. However, 
if it were to turn out that the many AA roots cited by 1-S which I am unfamiliar with are 
solidly reconstructible on the basis of extensive attestations in Cushitic, Omotic, Berber, 
Egyptian, and Chadic, I would, of course, stand corrected. 

2. In general, I find it disturbing that Nostraticists (?) appear to assume a genetic relationship 
between AA and the other language groups rather than pose the broader question in 
terms of which language stock AA is related to at the next level (next higher node). Being 
unwilling to accept the prospect of m~ltiple origins of human language, I take it as given 
that there is some language stock to which AA is more closely related than to all others. 
But, I'm not at all sure that the comparisons adduced by 1-S and other Nostraticists are 
inherently any more convincing than a comparable list of potential points of comparison 
with Nilo-Saharan or Na-Dene would be. I am also bothered by the practice of using 
biconsonantal AA roots for extra-AA comparisons when these biconsonantal roots have, 
apparently arbitrarily, been extracted from reconstructible triconsonantal roots (except in 
cases where the remaining consonants itself has a clear meaning [e.g.,§.- or-§. representing 
a frozen causative]). 

3. Given that my work on Semitic and Afroasiatic comparisons has focussed on items 
containing voiceless sibilants (Glossa 15: 233-262, 1981; Journal of Semitic Studies 29: 189-
224, 1984; Diachronica 3: 163-184, 1986) and on negative and interrogative words (32nd. 
!CANAS, Hamburg, 1986), my comments on 1-S, and on M's remarks will, for the most 
part, be restricted to these items. In the Proto-Semitic forms I cite, I will follow the 
reconstruction in my JSS article as well as in my forthcoming book (Eisenbrauns, 1990? 
1991?), and use "'s (rather than "'s) for the ancestor of Hebrew.§., "'i for the ancestor of 
Hebrew !, and "'c (rather than "'s) for the ancestor of Hebrew §.. This is, as well, the 
reconstruction advocated by Diakonoff (Afrasian Languages, Nauka, 1988). I have 
converted all of the forms cited by M to this system. (Many forms I cite are taken from 
various works by M. L. Bender, C. Ehret, J. H. Greenberg, P. Newman & H.-J. Sasse, and 
others, to whom I apologize for the omission of explicit references in an informal 
communication of this sort.) 

#32 'child'. As M notes, the Semitic forms with /r/ rather than /n/ are secondary (D. Testen, 
JNES 44: 143-146, 1985). It should be noted, though, that forms reflecting br rather than bn 
are also attested in Cushitic. Greenberg's (1963) common Nilo-Saharan list includes 
bar/mar 'boy' (#24). 

#33 'split, cut'. While several roots reflecting "'sl- referring to cutting or to pointy objects are 
found in Semitic (e.g., *sll}. 'sword', *sl~ 'lance'), they appear to be WS in origin, at the 
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earliest, and not AA. Forms containing '''d- (e.g., "'clS: 'stone') would, if they were 
reconstructible beyond Central and South Semitic, provide more appropriate compa
risons, were it not for the fact that, as M notes, Semitic "'c represents an innovated 
phoneme, and not one inherited from AA. 

#36 'hide'. I have no opinion regarding M's suggestion that Semitic "'ctr is a secondary 
formation from .. cwr. Regardless, ,.ctr is West Semitic, at the earliest, and hence should 
not be compared with other Afroasiatic forms, let alone at further remove. In any case, as 
noted above "'c is not an AA phoneme. 

#50 'pus, slush'. Like M, I am not familiar with any forms of "'8r(y) meaning anything other 
than 'moist, damp'. However, I disagree with M's contention that "'8 is not PS; about 20% 
of the reconstructed lexical items with "'8 in my corpus have relatively solid potential 
cognates in other Afroasiatic language groups. I will admit, however, some uncertainty 
regarding the nature of the ancestor phoneme. 

#51 'smell, odor'. While "'8yn ·is solidly reconstructible for PS, and perhaps, on the basis of 
Cushitic cognates, attributable to P AA, the forms unambiguously mean 'urine, urinate'. 
Hence the comparison with Uralic is far-fetched on semantic grounds. G. lists N-5 sad 
'urine' (#143). 

#56 'look after, guard'. I know of no forms reflecting ,.er- with an appropriate meaning. There 
is, almost certainly, no such PS form. 

#121 deictic particle. I agree with M that some forms with ?a are secondary to ha, itself 
secondary to §!. 

#127 'fire'. I don't find M's suggestion that ll?s(t) is onomatopoetic in origin plausible. Given 
the clear PS forms, and Bender's attribution of ,.at 'burn' to Proto-Omotic, the item is 
conceivably P AA. But, given the tenuousness of the Altaic form given, based as it is on a 
single language, cultural transmission between Semitic and IE cannot be discounted. 

#128 negative. The Semitic negative "'11 has no AA cognates (with the exception of Agaw 
forms which are to be treated as loans), and is probably to be connected with the 
asseverative "'la (on which, see Huehnergard, JAOS 103: 569-593, 1983). Likewise, the 
prohibitive "?al is no older than WS. Hence, neither can be compared here (paceM). 

#129 negative. The most appropriate PS reconstruction for this item is "?ay. Elsewhere in AA, 
this negative is, to my knowledge, restricted to Burji (Cushitic); thus, it is not likely to 
represent an original negative. 

#132 'be at a place'. As M notes, verbal forms of this root in Semitic are secondary. However, 
this is not, in and of itself, a barrier to longer-range comparison. 

#142. WH. Semitic, Cushitic, Berber, and Omotic unambiguously reflect "?ay. I know of no 
forms reflecting "'ya. Thus, AA forms should not be, as M notes, compared with the other 
forms given by 1-S. 

-- -~--- --------- ---
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#196. 'cut'. There is no PS form reflecting *~c meaning 'cut'. In any case, as already noted, PS *c 
was not inherited from AA. 

#219 'bone'. Rather than deriving 'bone' from 'hard', as M very tentatively suggests, the 
reverse is more likely. 'bone' is attested in Egyptian, Cushitic, and Chadic, while 'hard' is 
found only in Egyptian, Central Semitic and Harsusi (Modem South Arabian). 

#232 'who'. k as an element in AA interrogatives is widespread, but is, to my knowledge, 
found only in stems meaning 'when, why, where, how?'. I know of no forms reflecting 
*~. 

#257 locative. If Semitic *1 and "?il(ay) are, as M suggests, are to be related, it seems to me 
equally likely that the latter is secondary, derived from the former by compounding with 
the preposition "?in(na), attested as an independent form in Akkadian (?) and Eblaite and 
in compounds in ESA (mn, bn, !n, all meaning 'from') and, perhaps, in Central Semitic. A 
stronger barrier to the comparison, however, derives from the fact that all of the AA 
forms with which I am familiar reflect either a dative or a directional meaning, while all 
of the other candidate Nostratic forms given by I-S appear to be pure locatives. 

#273 'tongue'. I know of no forms reflecting "'ls within AA meaning 'lick,' other than some 
Ethiopian Semitic forms resulting from elision of a medial laryngeal, although this gap 
does not constitute a barrier to wider-range comparison. I see no basis for treating this 
item as onomatopoetic. G. lists N-S lit 'tongue' (#140). 

#290 negative/#300 WH. Prohibitive reflexes of AA "'ma are found in Egyptian and Cushitic, 
and more general negative reflexes in Semitic (relics), Cushitic, and Omotic. "'ma may also 
reconstructible as the AA WH element, but I know of no relevant Omotic forms. There is 
thus no basis for M's assertion that the negative is secondary to the interrogative, 
although the assertion may, of course, be correct If anything, though, the negative is older 
than the interrogative. It should also be noted that "'m negatives are found in language 
families which, I believe, have not been connected with Nostratic (e.g., Nile-Saharan). 

#362 'nail'. AA *pr more likely meant 'wing' or 'fly'. G. lists N-S fat 'wing' (#156). 

#374 'ask'. AA (most likely just PS) *brk is probably related to the 'knee' family. I don't 
understand M' s relating it to 'fertilization'. 

#347 'be favorable'. AA *sl- presumably refers to PS *slm 'healthy' and WS *slm 'peace' and 
*slw 'be calm'. WS forms reflecting "'clx 'forgive', alluded to by M, may be comparable 
with Akkadian forms meaning 'sprinkle', borrowed, according to Ueberman (1974, #648) 
from Sumerian. 

#348 'be awake'. AA forms reflecting *shr meaning 'be awake' are of extremely limited 
distribution in Central Semitic (Arabic, Modern South Arabian, and Jewish [i.e., late] 
Aramaic). A more appropriate AA comparison might be PS *sl).r 'dawn', although WS 
*ihr ~new moon' /PCushitic *ieeh 'moon' is also possible. 
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.!remarks on tbe .!recent Circulars Jrom A! ark iiliser /Jild A. A1urtonen 

Kaiser and Murtonen have both done a worthy service to linguistics, one 
by presenting more than 350 Nostratic etymologies of Illich-Svitych, with 
the Russian glosses translated into English, and the other by evaluating 
virtually all of the etymologies that involve Afro-Asiatic. Their treatment of 
the individual etymologies is brief but surely useful. 

Murtonen's frequent comment 'l.u/turwort" calls for some clarification. 
Lurking behind it, I suspect, is the notion shared implicitly, if not explicitly, 
by many linguists that the vocabulary to be identified in a remote proto
language must have consisted of such basic items as no human population 
could fail to express by some word or other --e.g. external parts of the body 
and some simple motions. Such words would be least liable to get dislodged 
from the vocabulary by subsequent bilingual contacts, while on the other 
hand any word serving to express some higher development of culture 
would easily diffuse ihrough trade or the immigration of individuals -- i.e. 
through bilingual contact. This model is plausible, except insofar as it leads 
to the absurd conclusion that a proto-language community had no culture. 
nothing to differentiate it from the rest of mankind. That becomes a self
defeating hypothesis, weakening our motive to do linguistic research, since 
our curiosity to trace languages as far back as possible springs in large part 
from a hope that we shall thereby discover things about the life of our 
remote predecessors at various stages, things that we either share with them 
or do not share -- including the intangibles that are inaccessible to 
archaeology. Take that away from linguistics, and you are left with the bare 
bones (so to speak) of languages. Without involvement in a culture, material 
and immaterial, they are much less interesting. 

My most serious reservation, however, concerns what both Kaiser and 
Murtonen have symbolized, negatively, by omitting asterisks. Any reader 
who stops to think will, presumably, take everytbing cited by Kaiser or 
Murtonen to be a reconstruction, not a form on record in any actually known 
language. So, for economy, they have excusably dispensed with thousands of 
asterisks. But is it quite true? Are the Kart[velian) words (whether whole or 
partial) mere reconstructions, or are they quotable from texts (transliterated 
from the Kartvelian or Georgian alphabet) and from oral recordings? Being 
ignorant of the languages of the Caucasus, I am puzzled as to this important 
point, but am led on to a more general reflection: We must not confuse the 
data with any and all interpretations built upon the data. Every 
reconstruction has standing only as an interpretation.! 

lSee my article, "The Romance and Indo-European Models of Comparative Linguistics," 
TlJe T.IJirteentilLACOSForum/986, pp. 549-557. 

-Jd-
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What 1s conspicuously lacking, and would need much more space than 
Kaiser's twenty-three pages and Murtonen's seven, is the data -- i.e. the 
words known to exist in certain documented languages -- on which the 
reconstructed Indo-European, Afro-Asiatic, Altaic, Dravidian, and other 
proto-language forms are based. Those data are indispensable if each of us 
is to arrive at an informed opinion about the trustworthiness of the 
reconstructions that lllich-Svitych used for his subsequent reconstruction of 
Nostratic. Some researchers -- e.g. lndo-Europeanists -- might be willing to 
accept the Indo-European reconstructions as well established, but not the 
Afro-Asiatic, either because they themselves are ignorant of non-Indo
European languages or because they know enough about Afro-Asiatic studies 
to be suspicious of all or most Afro-Asiatic reconstructions. Anyhow, 
reconstructed forms have no validity except by reference to actual 
forms: so any discussion is simply up in the air if it is limited to 
reconstructed forms and their attached meanings, which -- for all that we 
are told -- may also be merely reconstructed. 

Well informed opinions. furthermore, will often disagree methodically 
about how a particular reconstruction should be formulated. What Illich
Svitych gives as "IE. gl!eihl!-/ gl!iehl!- 'be healthy, live'" ( # 168 ), is *k'0Iq
according to Gamkrelizde and Ivanov.2 It might be argued that for the 
secondary reconstruction of the remote Nostratic either formulation is 
usable, or whichever happens to be more compatible with the non- Indo
European languages. Here Illich-Svitych gives "Ural. koja 'fat, fatty"'. 

A danger which my experience warns me of in the method of Illich
Svitych and other Nostraticists (including my friend Allan Bombard) is that 
by relying mainly on what they judge to be Indo-European proto-forms, 
Afro-Asiatic proto-forms, etc., they overlook the most revealing 
correspondences which show up between particular languages, very 
distantly related on the whole. E.g. the Old English feminine noun [?] eortJan 
'earth' (accusative/genitive/dative)3 most closely matches the Arabic 

//. ~ 

feminine 1-6.) I (?arqan} (accusative): but its diphthong eo (surely 

accented, though the accent was never written) recalls rather the alternating 
(f/:)} in Hebrew fj~ (?erec}, fj~ (?:Srec). 

I think it is premature to speculate whether such fine, precise 

2HH.QoeaponeRcaotA A3biK ..... H.QoeaponeAllbl (Tbilisi. 198-t). II, 46). 
3The initial consonant. though un•ritten. Yas formerly pronounced as it still is in 
German l'llnle. The alliterative versification of Old English. like other early Ger.maaic 
languages, implies that in such verses as se slDihtiga eor6an wor~te] 'the Almighty 
wrought earth' (!JeoJYulf 92) a consonant sound began. the two alliterating words that 
are written with different initial vowels; see "The Glot.ta.l Stop in the Germanic 
Languages and Its Indo-European Source," GeDerJ/liDKUist.it:.)~ 2-t ( 1984), 233-235. 

~-------------------
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resemblances can be traced back to a proto-Nostratic source. But in any case 
they are too substantial to be sacrificed or shunted aside until someone 
figures out an Indo-European proto-form for(?] eornao and an Afro-Asiatic 
proto-form for the Arabic and Hebrew words. For these words, and quite a 
few others documented in a number of Indo-European and Semitic 
languages, have more to them than even the best of Illicb-Svitych's 
reconstructions. 

One of the best of his is #S, to which I would add the closest actual 
correspondence, Aramaic pj~ (baraq) : Sanskrit m ~ (bhrat) 'he 

flashed, made lightning; it gleamed' (present m ~ ~ {bhr~jate) 'he/it 

gleams, flashes'). The attestation of this Aramaic verb-form. however, is 
somewhat uncertain -- perhaps only in later Syriac -- while this tense of the 

I 

Sanskrit verb is rare altogether but attested in 3T lll' ~ (abhra~) with the 

prefix {a-) expressing past time and regularly optional in early Sanskrit 
poetry. The fullest morphological correspondence, although semantically 
vague or detached, is 

Latin l'ulgus 'flash of lightning' Hebrew riP-"1~ (b:>rqat) 'emerald' 
(a rare, probably archaic 
equivalent of l'ulgur) 

Saul Levin 
State University of New York at Binghamton ( 13901) 

-------- ----



Dear Hal, 

3291 s. S9rir~ Branch Rd. 
Bloomington, nr 47h01 
July 30, 1989 

Proper reaction to (:nore aucropriate than response to) Murtonen' s 
comments on Tilic-SvityC would take- a book. I confine my remarks to a 
few samples of what needs to be said, preceded by some prefatory- comments. 

Preface. My work on proto Lislakh bases has been going on far sane 
years, and about seventy bases mve been presented in material published 
to date. 1ihile many of these have been discussed in IE terms, they are LL 
bases and are i:D be found or expected elsewhere in the phylum. Many more 
are given in articles in press; others are in an advanced state of readi
ness, while hundred of raw base files await analysis. Any discussion by 
me of AAs (Lis-ramie) or LL will be done in terms of such bases wherever 
I have found them to be reconstructable. As the presentation of a single 
base can be 1 to 40 pages, it is clear that priority (for me) JI!USt be given 
to the 'PUblication of them as LL units and not just as part of one 1 s cri ti
cism of- IS or anyone else. LL as a ph;ylum has been given sunport by a 
stuqy I made arJi presented to the African Linguistic Conference (U of I, 
1989). For thirty Omotic sets (most with reconstructions) from Bender 
we have the following number a£ cases where cognates can be cited: 

Om otic 
30 

Egyptian Semi tic 
26 22 

Berber 
14 

Chadic 
29 

Cushitic 
2) 

Indo-Eu.rore an 
28 -

Due to the unevenness of the data, one cannot draw statistical conclusions 
as to the relative claseness of the branches, but the IE showing, by any 
c~unt, is impressive. 

The LL bases must be understood in terms of consonant ablaut, so that 
a base like -~Hlb-1 may have forms such as -

LL base 
Hb-1 
**b-lH 
*"l'cb-Nl 

Like:cy- reflexes 
b-1 IE w-1 
b-r, w-r 
b-n, w-n 

Base 
**bH-1 
MbE-lH 
**bH-Nl 

Reflexes 
b?-l, bh-1 
b?-r, bh-r 
b?-n, bh-n 

Base 
-l:~·Nb-1 

**Nb-lH 
-r.•Nb-Nl 

Reflexes 
m(b)-1 
m(b)-r 
m(b)-n 

Note the ablaut set 1 - lH - Nl, usually" represented by 1 - r - n. ~;ate 
also that all glottalizedJ emphatic/ aspirated consonants are secondary, 
as are many nasals. These nine variants are usually treated as separate 
roots, which results in confusion. Needless to say, there are a great 
man;r questions raised by the bases deduced and the ablauts thereof. One 

does not yet know of any connection between *"..-k-p 'hand, seize', !:-'-*ic-b 
'sole (of foot), foot•, **g-b 'side, hand•, or others where there is both 
semantic and phonetic similarity but no known derivational track between 
such similar but divergent forms. Despite the problems, I consider conso
nant ablaut to o!f er the best a:9Proach at present and do(not accept as use
ful comparisons in IS where b and p are asummed to correspond between AAs 
and IE. (Beyond U. I ha've no opinion.) CoruDnant ablaut helps in sorting 
out such items as **h--1 'carry', with, inter-alia, derivatives Aram. ·bar 
( **b-lH), He b. ben ( **b-Nl), Akk. ma: ru ( **Nb-lH, w.i. th unexplained long 
vowel.), all 'son 1 • 
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Many of IS's roots are not (yet?) re:9resented in rrry base file, but 
those that are show that work on them must be brought to publi::hable form 
before an overall assessment of IS may be made. As things sta.m, I think 
that an entirely new set of Nostratic CO!!lparioons needs to be compiled (I 
think Bombard would agree), using the consonant ablaut approach (of llhich 
I believe I art the only practitioner, though otr.ers may use the term). 
The IS material could 'be fed into this, but fresh data wou2.d be preferable. 
To me, IS is history. 

Cormnents on lfurtonen's co!II!!lents. 6. 1tv' derivation is -**b-w (negative) 
plus *"J-1-C 'eye, see'. a. **b-1 'carry' has widespread reflexes, e.g., 
-~Hl-b-1 Eg. n-b-3 'carrying-pole', Ak.k. waba:lu 'carry', **b-lH Ch. bare 
'give', ~~H-1 Eg. f-3-? 'lift', ~~H-lH IE -~her- 1ca!T'J'. 9. Probably 
from ~~-b-1 1to swell, be(come) high', with affix. 10. The H reference 
should, I think, be to a, 'Which is correct. 12. AAs b does not corresoond 
to IE p. 1.3. There is a base ~'1-lib-1 'liquid, wet', but M's semantics de
serve consideration. 16. I think of swelling = growing. 18. Probably 
'bronn 1 from 1 burning 1 ( **b-1 'to burn' ) • [There is considerable horn.ocon
sonantism a.mong LL bases. J 19. See 16, with '?.cb-1 -~b-y. H an affix. 
20. Same base as 13, as per M. 21. Probably same base **b-1 1to damage', 
as in 1. There is an **1-b 'to pierce' (discussion in press). 22, 23 N.C. 
24. **b-1 'to burn', as in 18. Disagree with M. 25. (no M) Probably -~~:-b-k 
1 to bend •. ~k yields bo~ and ~gh. 2a. H-b-g 'big', as in 17 
(where the IE is from **bH-NkH). 29. **b-1 15\vell' again (Han affix). 
30. ~~ 'to bind'. **NdH yields IE ~ndh-. 31. Probably *'*b-w 'foot, 
place• plus -alH-k (fran ·:!-*1-k 'to go'). 32. Base **b-1 'carry' as in 8 
(see Preface). The l is primary, contra M. 33. IS mixes -~A-k-1 'cut' and 
*'-*S-1 'cut', which must at this point be kept separate. ·mule the existence 
of **S has been doubted (e. g., by BOhm), I continue to use it, at least ad 
interim •••• 42. S-n 'to know' is from (factitive) ~l-*S plus -al-C 'eye, see', 
i.e., **S-Nl-c. • •• 60. M is right l'Bre. Ease -1Hld-(l) 'hand'. 

One could go all the way through this way, but I would rather see a 
sizable and viable set of LL bases vrhich are available for comparison and 
use. I'm working on it. 

Yours// ;q---· 
~~&~ 

Carleton T. Hodge 



DEBATING THE ISSUES 

MEMBERS RESPOND TO EDITORIAL ON RECONSTRUCTION. 

The first of what should prove to be many letters was from Igor 
Diakonoff. There could hardly be a more experienced or authoritative voice 
raised in this matter. We are honored by one of our founding fathers who is 
probably soon to announce publication of a book or monograph on proto-AA. 
After his letter, which he said I could have the pleasure of typing, the 
others will be presented without comment -- e~cept one. Paul Benedict has a 
suggestion for collaboration between/among eMperts on Sino-Tibetan, Na-Dene, 
and/or North Caucasic to work together on testing the Dene-Caucasic 
hypothesis. We herewith invite Nikolaev, Starostin, Pejros, Pulleyblank and 
others to contact Benedict or myself to e~plora possibilities. 

Oiakonoff's letter: 

" And now to my answers to your EDITORIAL ESSAY in MT5 which I 
gratefully received yesterday C7 June- HFJ (the postage mark was 6/4/89!>. 

Question 1-2. I do not think there are national differences between 
the different historical linguists but there does exist a difference between 
people who use a bad techni~ue and others who use a better techni~ue. 

Question 3. Insufficient training in IE methods is obvious in some 
of the work being done. 

Question 4. Differences among Indo-Europeanists. I think they are 
unimportant. We can anyway not reconstruct the actual phonetics of piE 
which, moreover, was not A LANGUAGE, but a dialect cl~1ster -- and the 
different solutions are a matter of description. I also think that the 
problem of IE laryngeal& can and will be solved when we get down to 
Nostratic roots. 

Question 5. 'How many matchings <match ups) between two sounds are 
needed before one can say that they correspond?' The formulation of the 
~uestion is unsatisfactory. Do you mean matchings between language A and 
language B? Matchings of two isolated words between isolated languages are 
worthless. You must shew that these matchings are systematic, and that they 
involve several languages, at least three. <Fer this Cbe1ng systematic: -
HFJ, you ought to have at least four or five correspondences in at least 
three related branches of the family. This, unfortunately, is impossible 1n 
the case of a few rare pAA phonemes.) And you must show that no alternative 
matchings are attested or systematically possible. Borrowings can in 
principle be sorted out by the fact that certain phonetic changes were no 
longer productive at the time of the borrowing. Thus, Latin /caseus1 
'cheese' is a borrowing because the characteristic change of *VsV > VrV was 
no longer productive. The problem of sorting out the Northern French 
<Normandy) borrowings in English is today no problem at all, it is so easy. 

Question 6a: How well should match ups or correspondences represent 
a good SAMPLE of the phylum in ~uestion? The more examples we have, the more 
sure we are of our ground. As to SN- II N-, the •~ample of 'nose' in 
Germanic is net uni~ue1 Indo-Eurcpeanists have known about the prcthetic S
before scnants fer a long time. The reason for the phenomenon has net, to my 
knowledge, been explained, but the fact is there. 

Question 6b: Should one net at least take the internal structure of 
a phylum into account when sampling? Sure. But on the other hand, note that 
the internal structure of a phylum <or family) depends en the phonological 
reconstructions. You certainly cannot take a word from ~rabic and call it PS 
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C~roto-Semitic - HFJ and a word from Iraqw and call it PC C~roto-Cushitlc -
HFJ and take them both and call them ~AA. But if your Arabic gloss is 
su~~orted by other Semitic languages and the PS word is corroborated in 
several families of the AA ~hylum, you can use the solitary word from Iraqw, 
although it may not be as convincing as you wish. 

Question 7a. Only quite obviously onomato~oeic words can be ke~t out 
of the com~arisons. It is quite ~robable that many roots will ~rove to have 
bean onomatopoeic in dee~ antiquity -- Gazor-Ginzberg even thinks that all 
words ware originally onomato~oeic -- but once they are part of the 
vocabulary, they are subject to the common laws of phonetic change. A small 
number of onomatopoeic words are constantly renewed from children's speech. 
This answers also the question 7b. CCan't read- HFJ /ts'ub-/ should not be 
regarded as onomatopoeic. 

Question 8: A conclusion of the type 'CaJ in language X corresponds 
to CaJ in language Y, so the phoneme was CaJ in the protolanguage is, in 
itself, a NON SEQUITUR, because a phoneme in language X may correspond to 
several ~honemes in the protolanguaga <cf your e~amples concerning CsJ>. One 
must be especially careful with vowels, because we do not know A PRIORI what 
kind of influences may have been productive in the history of languages 
(apophony, stress, secondary noun-formative models, tones, etc.> Your 
question about til-J and tir-J 'eye' in Chadic etc. cannot be answered 
without systematic investigation. 

Question 9 deals with comparisons of two languages only; under such 
conditions it cannot be answered, cf question e. 

Question 10: Semantic improbility. One should certainly keep the 
semantically improbable 'matches up' <Sirena des Gleichklangs!>** out of our 
linguistic reasonings. The great question, of course, What is semantically 
probable and what is not. I have studied primitive thinking not only on the 
base of linguistic data, but also on the base of mythology. The following 
can be regarded as a provisional rule-of-thumb: 

A> Primitive thinking lacks abstractions. If you get an abstract 
notion as the supposed meaning of the word in the protolanguage, you have 
~robably made a wrong conclLlsion. Do not look in the proto!anguage for words 
with such semantics as (a round object), {beauty),. <weapon>, (lnst.rumentl, 
etc. 

S) Primitive thinking is metaphoric or metonymic. 
C> F'unction•l semantic connect1ons are far more important than 

connections by similarity. You cannot connect a word for 'palm' in one 
language with 'cabbage' in another and 'onion' in a third on the ground th~t 
all three are green and all three are plants. But if you find that the same 
gloss means 'date' in one language and 'fig' in another, you can compare 
them, because both fruit had the same social role in the different 
societies, viz. that of supplying sweet in the diet. Or you can compare the 
name for 'henna' in one language with the name of a quite different plant in 
another, if the latter was also used for dying textiles. Und so weiter, as 
you say. **Your defense of the Sirene des Gleichklangs on p.35 is 
unwarranted. Antoine Meillet's dictum that, for linguists, not similarity 
but regular dissimilarity is important, is the base of all sound linguistic 
comparisons. 

Of course there do eMist exotic and seemingly improbable 
connections; but it is better.to leave out an actual connection which you 
cannot make plausible by the means you have at hand, than to indulge in 
disorderly comparisons. 

Question 11a: The answer lies in your formulation of the question 
itself. By the way, one does classify Greek with Armenian <and to some 
extent with Indo-Iranian) CDoes this differenc~ among Indo-Europeanists make 

l_ 
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any difference? - HFJ 

Question lib: Does it m~ke any difference whether the shared 
innovations <used for classification of languages inside a family or phylum! 
are lexical, phonetic, phonemic, or morphological? It does. Phonetic 
innovations are unimportant (anyway we do not and cannot reconstruct the 
phones of a protolan;uageJ until they reach a phonemic status. What do you 
mean by le~ical innovations? Borrowings? They must ba kept out. Semantic 
changes? They are not really le~ical innovations, because the same old roots 
are used. -- As to morphology, the rules of morphological change is a 
problem apart. Ideally, we should have linguists working on phonological 
reconstruction of words, and linguists working on historical morphology. 

You must have taken the theory of the development of the French CRJ 
because of the defects of speech characteristic of Louis XIV from some 
source. But I don't believe the theory is sound. Such cases are known in 
certain minor linguistic groups descending from one family -- but a whole 
nation? As to Germans, their -R in Auslaut is more like an 9ain and not at 
all like the French CRJ. So this is not a shared innovation. CMethinks you 
underestimate the power of royalty - HFJ 

Question 12: The subclassification is a result of linguistic 
reconstruction. You cannot use it FOR linguistic reconstruction. However, 
once you know the subclassification, you must take care you do not 
contradict yourself in your reconstructions. 

Question 131 How does one know that you can segment the le~eme 
BRIGHT into BRI- and GT? Answer: you cannot segment it unless you are sure 
that a morpheme {gt) eMisted, and unless you are sure that the root morpheme 
<bri-} is of a pattern admitted for root morphemes in that particular 
language or family. s-in 'nose' is not an 'undetected morpheme·. 

Question 14: critique of the Indo-Europeanists' methods. Cf my note 
to your question 10. 

Question 15a: Your list of morphemic (!) correspondences between 
Chadic, Cushitic, Omotic, NE Caucasian, Khoisan and Altaic is beside the 
point. One cannot compare morphemes just as if they were phonemic parts ot 
the roots in question. The development of morphemes is a case quite apart. 
CThere must be a cogn1tive chasm between us because I cannot understand what 
the criticism is here - HFJ 

Question 15b: Shall we demand that people stop ignoring data or 
should we shrug it off as inevitable? Data should not be ignored. But some 
data may be irrelevant -- not in the examples you quote, however. 

Question 16a: The resurrection of the protolanguage should not be a 
goa! in itself. It must be used Ca> for reconstruction of the natural and 
social milieu of the bearers of the protolanguage, (b) for further <deeper> 
!ingLlistic reconstruction. This, to my mind, answers also your Question lob. 
By the way, the number of Assyriologists in the world is by far not 
sufficient to publish and to make sense of the available texts. 

Question 17: I don't know anything about Amerindian, but 1 am 
entirely in agreement with S.J.Gould. 

And that is that. Thank you for attention. 

Yours truly, 

Igor Diakonoff 



June 17, 1989 

Dear Hal, . 

It was a great pleasure, as alwars, to look over the latest 
issue of MT. I see that you are still in fine fettle, and I esp. 
appreciated rour contribution on methods of recon. You asked for 
some comments and here are some of my thouShta. 

-3D 

5. one match up makes a correspondence, esp. if it fits within 
an over-al~ramework, e.g. one mi&Qt have several for /p/ and /p/, 
/t/ and /t/, etc. but perhaps onlr one for /qj and /qf. If instead 
of the last, the one likelr match up indicates /q/ and /zero/ we'd 
all like to see another example, no? (I'• assuming a /q/ is present). 

s .. The point here is tbat thla ~el'JI&D1o-attested •·nose 1 root 
cctainl1 cannot be set up for PIE but neith!r can ~ '2!, excludec:U 
This point appears often to be overlooked. In ST we work with oaa 
language, basicallr, Chinese on one side of the fence as opposed 
to 200 or more on the other, TB side, and at times it can be shown 
that onlr one language/group bas preserved a PST-level, hence also 
PTB-level, root, e. I• FACE, with.:. •· P.TB-l,.,el •a-mel (the suae 
bodr-part •a- prefix as in •s-na Ullderl~ •nose• - see under 13) 
maintained onl1 1n Kuk1-lfaga (Lushai hl:lel) ~a aJiawD b7 the perfect 
Chinese cognate: Archaic m~an or prob. •s-illan (tlW archaic !lin 
dialects reflect the •s-), with -ian<.. -el a regular shift. This 
is a matter of vast importance foFLR workers since it means that 
one can indeed make· .. uae~·of a root represented in onlr one language/ 
group of a family or stock, altho one must grant that a well-repre
sented root is to be preferred. Incidentally, I 1 ve now ado,pted the 
ft. convention: &·root broadlr enousn represented to be reconstruct
able at the proto-level, even 11' at only two extreme potnta, aa 
in the above root for •race•, is preceded by the plain abbrev., e.g. 
PST •s-•el 'face' whereas a root without this kind of represen
taion (not reconatruotable at the proto-leve~} is preceded by the 
abbrev. plus hyphen, e.g. PTB- *&•mel 'face' a note how this root 
is establishable at the PTB level only because· of its representa
tion in Chinese. (but PTB- used since no other TB representation}. 

10. Blust's Diaobronica paper should be required readin~ for 
all oomparativists. Blust has an anthropological back~ound (MA) 
and it shows. I 1 ve lo~ argued that all comparati vista should 
begin as anthropologists but I could be biased. It so bap~eas that 
Blust's paper also furnishes a ma~ificent example of the above~ 
He presents at some length several roots for 'house', both of the 
PAN ami PAlf- varieti-es (see how useful •1 convention can bel.)~ but 
~ ~•oat-:- likelJ" candidate ~:tor:::establismaent at the earlier PAT level 
is none ot ~eseL It is, rather, a root represented in AN only 
1n the (often archaic) Ruk:ai group of !'ormosan: t_d,dz")ayan, which 
corresponds perfectly both with Kadai *raan (regular 7r! for *Y alon~ 
with •vocalic transfer') and with Japanese ya (regular shifts); 
This should •er.,e as an object lesson for all LRers·L 

---~--~- -~~---~--
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13. This also a big problem in AN- see Blust's recent work 
on Ai roota, which factors out the equivalents of bri-/, in this 

;~~~ ~ case loppin« atfAelements and endin! rather with the likes of 
I\ -ot. Significantly, these 'roots' (Blust admits that they are 

unlike roots as we normally think of them) have very few ties to 
the mainland families of AT: Kadai and Miao-Yao, or.to Japanese, 
rarely involving Swadesh-list items (as noted •also by Blust). It 
is clear that the ~st bulk of roots in AT are disyllabic, much 
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as those in ST are monosyllabic. As for the ST •nose' form, I've 
now shown (forthcoaiq, baaed on talk at ST cont. in Vancouver,. 
1988) that the PST •(a-)11& root basically 11eant 'headwaters•, later 
applied {only in TB) to 'nose' as •snot headwater~•, also that PTB 
*s-nap 1 snot' basically meant 'sth&• soft';neither ~oat bad any 
basic connection with •nose' or the like and if one wants to cite 
a TB or ST form here he has only PTB *(-}nam •smell' (*e"naa as 
tr. vs. *m-nam as intr.), with both *-n~ ~ it-~ variants in j:.q. ( 
the picture {but none app. represented i~nes_e ... , - ~.J-. *>-~ - r 

~ • .- { - c ~-/ ;> 

15. The dishonesty co•es about when one is aware of the - ~a,~n 
above but appears to sutter a loss of me•ory (like sa.e of our r ~ 
Washington politicians on the stand) and goes on citing, in sup- <-ft.4._/
port of a hypothetical underlying *SN- root, that beautiful trio: ~J IJ 
PTB .;.s-na 'nose', *s-nap 'snot•, *s-nam 's•ell', 'for~tting' also~~~~/ 
that *S• is a PST-level body-part pr8Z1x as well as transitivizing 
verbal preZix. True, one doesn't have to take some other {in 
this case, .. ) scholar's word for it but if he disagrees it is 
incumbent upon him to explain just why he wants to change it all, 
e~g. the *S- is not a prefix in these forms and/or my analysis is 
all wrong for the tf. reasons. A minor form of dishonesty occurs 
when a whole series of forms is cited, e•!• 20 or more TB forms for 

• 1 tour 1 , instead of the PTB *b-l~y cited in my Conspectus, which the 
author in question has made use of, it is clear. Worse, this 
•'lange of forms is often cited instead of the roott This sort of 
thing qual1t1ea not only as dishonest, a?ter a fashion, but also as 
stupid. Al§&in, one surel:r is free to disagre• with a given recon. 
but in that eYent is obliged to give his reasons, no? 

Enough for now. I'd like to see that Sino-Caucasian thesis 
worked on, as I described 1n earlier letter. Can't you get someone 
to do the Caucasian side, someone who has the Caucasian tiles (see 
p. 35) available - and who knows the phylum. I'll do the ST, of 
course, and it you want someone else probably Matisoff would be 
willing to serve {he was Con~rib. Ed. of Conspectus). I still feel 
that a 1 test run' must be made, ideally under your supervision, and 
s-c should do nicely in view of all the recon's already at band on 
either side 6f the fence (as you hDte, this often not the case). 
Izzy's letter was no surprise- even polite, for himL But then, 
he 1 s not an-anthropologist so what can one expect? 

I 1m now workin~ on revisions of both my ST and •1 AT stuff, 
with a view to getting out up-to-aate glossaries of roots for 
both. I'll keep you informed. 



M. L. Bender 
401 Emerald Lane 
Carbondale, Ill. 62901 
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Dear Hal, 

June 19, 1989 
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Although I was one of the first supporters of your newsletter, 
which has evolved {so far) into "Mother Tongue", I have not writt·en 
you anything for publication. I am now doing so {does this qualify as 
a "performative speech act"?). 

I am glad to see that you are taking my advice,which from the 
start was to turn the newsletter into a refereed journal so that at 
least a part of the scholarly community will take it seriously. It 
seems that it needed a lot of other voices added to my own to bring 
this about- but in this case, perhaps the consensus should prevail 
{unlike with issues such as the validity of proto-forms for which we 
prabably do not want to take votes and declare the attainers of major
ities the "correct .ones"!). 

There is no unanimity among your critics as seen by the differ
ing views of such renowned scholars as Diakonov and Lehmann, among 
orhers in recent issues, despite the seeming existence of a "Harvard
Smithsonian" axis. I am content to include myself among the friendly 
critics who may keep some of the -frankly speaking- crackpots who are 
attracted to such a stimulating enterprise under reign. We should wel
come diverse opinions from within our own ranks. 

For example, I think there has been too much "talking past one 
another" on the "similarity" question. Right now, in my Central Sudanic 
comparisons, I came across the item mbata for "bed" in Kresh, Aja, 
Sara-Mbay, and "Jur-Beli". I suspect this is a loan from somewhere to 
all of these {can anyone identify it- maybe English?).iihy? Because it 
is too similar in all four cases! I like much better for comparative 
purposes things which show some dissimilarities- especially if they 
fit a pattern I've already noticed in the same languages. Isn't this 
what the critics are saying? Are they really saying that one should 
disregard similarities altogether? I don't beli~ve so. 

At the Michigan meeting I presented a paper in which I tried to 
test the role of chance when one undertakes "global etymologies". The 
revised version I sent to Vitaly for publication is much different- and 
I hope, much improved. Recently I had an exchange of correspondence 
with JOhn Bengtson about a purported mathematical argument in support 
of "global etymologies". I think the argument does not support g. e.'s 
at all, and I still think you guys are wasting a lot of time piling up 
more and more of these "similarities" whose significance is a mixed 
bag of chance, diffusion, universals, and even some genetic relation
ships. All those 17-plus intersting and difficult questions you ask in 
the last MT should make you realize that it doesn't make sense to go 
about picking out similarities among all world language phyla in such 
a superficial way. 
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Not that I'm against "Nostraticisms": contrary to most of them, 
I think Afrasian belongs to a Eurasian phylum, but I do not question 
the wisdom nor even the methods of those working in these inter-phylum 
comparisons. I am not qualified to say "Sino-Caucasian" makes sense 
or that the case is settled for "Amerindian", but I do think this is 
the direction we should be going- plus microscopic work in such areas 
as Central Sudanic and Nile-Saharan more generally- not "world ety
mologies". 

Regarding Starostin's "new glottochronology": what he presented 
at Michigan is, in my humble opinion, worse than the old glottochro
nology (which I used to do- and still do in a very limited sense as 
a heuristic and relative-chronology device). Theoretically, it makes 
little sense, and practically, it is a nightmare unless one has un
limited research-assistant support. 

Finally, a word regarding your pess~m~sm about Omotic. 
I don't know how one field trip you are planning to Eth

iopia will add that much. For one thing, persons already at work there 
have added to the data base considerably (of course we don't have ac
cess to all of it yet), For another, I have already done a prelim
inary Ornotic lexical-segmental phonology reconstruction (copy sent to 
you recently) and have two other versions in press. Finally, knowing 
the present unsettled conditions in Ethiopia, you may not be able to 
get out to the areas where the greatest data gaps are and it will be 
tough to find speakers of most of these rare varieties in Addis Ababa. 
Similarly, in Nile-Saharan, a lot of good work is now being done in 
selected families (notably Nubian and Nilotic) and I expect much more 
from the Bayreuth meeting in Aug.-Sep. than you do from those of us 
who are still in the trenches working on micro-projects while 
keeping our eye on the larger picture as well. 

Sorry, it is time to quit when my eloquence dries up and I start 
nitpicking. Keep it up- you are a true pioneer, and MT can become an 
important journal of an important organization if we face up to the 
tough task of organization-building. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 

1. 4th NILO-SAHARAN LINGUISTICS COLLOQUIUM in Bayreuth. The very 
important topic of Nile-Saharan and its deeply divided branches and 
difficult reconstruction is available this summer <August 30-Sept.2, 1989> 
in Bayreuth, FRG. A number of ;cod papers are scheduled, especially those 
that probe the taxonomic positions of Songhai and Saharan, as well as the 
Kadu;li problem where a group of languages previously classified as N-C are 
now treated as N-S. Some readers misunderstood my statement that 11 it could 
be argued that the greatest benefit obtainable would be from the 
conversations over refreshments and discussions after papers. This is 
because most of the world's N-S scholars will be there and nona of them can 
give more than a smidgen of her knowledge in ordinary conference paper 
time. 11 I meant to stress the great value of talking with this ;roup of 
specialists, not to denigrate the quality of the papers-- for heaven's 
sake! It is a great opportunity for talking about things and picking 
people's brains. Anything run by Franz Rcttland is likely to be warm and 
friendly in atmosphere, so good communication is likely. For more details 
write to Professor Franz Rottland, Lehrstuhl AFRIKANISTIK II, Universitat 
Bayreuth, Postfach 10 12 31, 8580 Bayreuth, FRG. 

2. CUSHITIC AND OMOTIC CONFERENCE IN TORINO. Under the inspired 
direction of Giorgio Banti a conference on Cushitic and Omotic languages and 
histories was arranged for Turin, Italy, for early summer. Due to the large 
response and the formidable logistics of a big international conference, 
Giorgio and his colleagues moved the date to around November 1, 1989. There 
will be many very ;cod papers and the added treat fer Westerners to meet the 
Soviet delegation <Militariev, Belcva, Aihenvald, Vetoshkina, Pcrkhomovsky, 
at al> whose prowess at Afrasian linguistics has not yet been fully realized 
by non-Europeans. For more information write Professor Giorgio Banti, 
Universita' di Roma "La Sapienza", Dipartimento di Studi Glottoantrolcgici, 
Piazzale Aldo More 3, 00183 Roma, Italy. 

3. What was to have been a conference on the INDO-EUROPEAN SUB-STRATUM, to 
be held in Yugoslavia, has been transformed into a conference on THE 
TRANSFORMATION OF EUROPE. It will be held in Dublin, Ireland, at University 
College Dublin in September. Participants will include linguists, 
mythologists, archeologists, and physical anthropologists. It is anticipated 
that a number of papers critical of Colin Renfrew's hypotheses will be 
presented. One may write to Professor Maria Gimbutas, % Karleen Jones Bley, 
2143 Kelton, West Los Angeles, California, 90023. 

4. A conference which has now ended would be a good one to check up on. It 
about transcription and the IPA and a discussion of the revision of the IPA 
and related matters like a standard ASCII code for phonetic symbols. All 
this from our good colleague, Kay Williamson, whose letter unfortunately 
consumed FIVE months in getting from Nigeria to Massachusetts! For more 
information about the conference, and more particularly the results, write 
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tc Carolina Henton, Linguistics Prc;ram, University c~ Cali~crnia, Davis, CA 
9o616, u.s.A. 

t:i. Rebert Blust has had ~ublished his beck AUSTRONESIAN ROOT THEORY: AN 
ESSAY ON THE LIMITS OF MORPHOLOGY. By John Benjamins. Studies in Language 
Ccm~anicn Series, 19. Amsterdam/Philadel~hia, 1988, 190 ~ages. According tc 
the blurb, "AnAlysis cf the Austronesian root suggests thAt there is a level 
c~ language structure intermediate between the phoneme and the morpheme, 
which has dif~erent surface realizations in di~~erent languages cr language 
~amilies." Paul Benedict and I are both excited about the beck which is 
~csitively on target fer cur discussions cf segmentation among other things. 
It will be reviewed in MOTHER TONGUE. 

6. Jan Wind, Edward G. Pulleyblank, Eric de Grclier, and Bernard H. 
Bichakjian are the editors cf STUDIES IN LANGUAGE ORIGINS, VOLUME 1. Also 
produced by John Benjamins, Amsterdam/Philadelphia, 1989, 331pages. The 
editors are the heaviest hitters inside the beck which contains some very 
useful and thought-provoking articles. It will also be reviewed in MOTHER 
TONGUE. 

7i John Bender-Samuel's bock en Niger-Congo, which we high-lighted in MT-6, 
has now come cut. The bock remains exciting tc me because cf the several 
important changes in internal taxonomy about which a number c~ scholars are 
in agreement. The taxonomic appellation NIGER-KORDOFANIAN is now moribund 
because Kcrdcfanian was bean downgraded ~rom a coordinate half cf the great 
phylum to cna of three equAl branches -- Manda, Atlantic-Congo, and 
Kcrdcfanian. It occurs that a Niger-Ccngcist might be the best person tc 
review Robart Blust's bock. 

8. According tc Kay Williamsen, Ben Elugbe's forthcoming beck COMPARATIVE 
ECOID is "an important detailed reconstruction cf a New Benue-Ccngc group 
which should be c~ interest tc all working en Niger-Congo reconstruction. 
The price is net yet fixed, but it will net be very expensive <in dollars) 
and advance orders will help us tc finish ~aying the printers." That sounds 
like a bargain tc me! 

9. We neglected to mention that Merritt Ruhlen shares with Paul Benedict a 
desire tc work with several ether ~acple en building etymologies through 
using experts en various families and ~hyla so that ~ocr cognates and known 
borrowings and such can be swiftly eliminated. The results cf such common 
efforts, as for example the attempt tc test Dene-Caucasic, may be published 
in MOTHER TONGUE when she becomes a proper journal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
COUNCIL OF FELLOWS. 

Although the Board cf Directors have done nothing formal as yet 
about this idea, we are soliciting nominations for the Council. The ~oint of 
the Council will probably be tc honor some people for outstanding work in 
the general area of language in prehistory. So, if you want to nominate 
someone tc the Council, including yourself, please write tc the Secretary 
and tell her of your choice. 


